
Unit 1 notes ( service marketing) 

Service  Marketing 

Service sector 

 The services sector has been growing at a rate of 8% per annum in recent years 

 the share of the service sector increased from 30 per cent of GDP in 1950 to 55 per cent 

in 2007-08 

 More than half of our GDP is accounted for from the services sector 

 This sector dominates with the best jobs, best talent and best incomes 

 It provides employment  to over 70 lakh people 

Service 

Service as, “an activity or series of activities rather than things which has some element of 

intangibility associated with it, which involves some interaction between the customer and the 

service provider, and does not result in a transfer of ownership. 

Customer has a vital role to play in the production process as the services are provided in response to 

the problems of customers as solution. The production of the service may or may not be closely 

associated with a physical product” 

The American Marketing Association defines services as - “Activities, benefits and satisfactions which are 

offered for sale or are provided in connection with the sale of goods.” 

It is the part of the product or the full product for which the customer is willing to see value and pay for 

it. 

Gronroos defines services as “ an activity or series of activities of more or less intangible nature that 

normally not necessarily take place in interactions between the customer and service employees and/or 

physical resources or goods and/or system of the service provider which are provided as solution to 

customer problems. 

Services are a special form of product which consists of activities, benefits or satisfactions offered for 

sale that are intangible and do not result in the ownership of anything. 

Examples of services: 

1. Airlines 

2. Internet Service Providers 

3. Insurance Providers 



4. Medical Advice 

5. Financial Consulting 

What is service 

 It is intangible. 

 It does not result in ownership of anything. 

 It may or may not be attached with a physical product 

 Customer interaction with the provider is integral to service creation and consumption 

 Services are actions bought for their ability to create satisfaction 

 

Marketing 

Marketing as per Peter Drucker – the aim of marketing is to know and understand the customer so well 

that the product or service fits him and sells itself. 

Marketing as the process of discovering, expecting and suiting the customer needs and at the same time 

making profits. 

When you build a manufacturing plant, it starts depreciating on the day it opens. The well – served 

customer, on the other hand, is an appreciating asset. Every small act on his or her behalf ups the odds 

for repeat business and priceless word – of – mouth referral” 

Service marketing 

Services marketing is a specialised branch of marketing. Services marketing emerged as a separate field 

of study in the early 1980s, following the recognition that the unique characteristics of services required 

different strategies compared with the marketing of physical goods.  

Services marketing typically refers to both business to consumer (B2C) and business-to-business (B2B) 

services, and includes marketing of services such as telecommunications services, financial services, all 

types of hospitality, tourism leisure and entertainment services, car rental services, health care services 

and professional services and trade services.  

Definition of service marketing 

Services marketing is a broad category of marketing strategies focused on selling anything that is not a 

physical product. This includes everything from personal services like medical care and spa treatments, 

to the rental of vehicles and spaces, to experiences like concerts and dance lessons. Any method that 

can communicate a service's appeal and benefits to customers is a valid approach, including 
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informational content, promotional deals, advertisements, and many other kinds of marketing 

materials. 

Marketers market different types of entities such as goods, services, events, persons etc. The marketing 

of services is known as service marketing. Services are essentially intangible and does not result in the 

ownership of anything. Its production may or may not be tied to a physical product. 

The American Marketing Association defines services marketing as an organisational function and a set 

of processes for identifying or creating, communicating, and delivering value to customers and for 

managing customer relationship in a way that benefit the organisation and stake-holders. Services are 

(usually) intangible economic activities offered by one party to another. Often time-based, services 

performed bring about desired results to recipients, objects, or other assets for which purchasers have 

responsibility. In exchange for money, time, and effort, service customers expect value from access to 

goods, labor, professional skills, facilities , networks, and systems; but they do not normally take 

ownership of any of the physical elements involved. 

For example, a company that provides swing dance lessons would use services marketing strategies to 

research what kinds of people are most interested in swing dancing, and then create advertising 

materials and promotions designed to appeal specifically to those kinds of people. 

For instance, when a customer pays for a night at a hotel, he is not only getting accommodation for the 

night, but also a homely environment. This extra benefit given by the hotel is called service marketing. 

Difference between good and services 

Goods have a physical form. Goods can be used and consumed once. In certain cases, goods can 

be used repeatedly. 

Examples of goods: 

1. CD 

2. Furniture 

Examples of services: 

6. Airlines 

7. Internet Service Providers 

8. Insurance Providers 

9. Medical Advice 

10. Financial Consulting 

GOODS SERVICES 

Goods are produced.  Services are performed.  

NATURE  

Goods are tangible and homogeneous in Services are intangible and heterogeneous in 
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GOODS SERVICES 

nature.  nature.  

ESSENCE  

Goods are physical things and involves 

production.  
Services are more like a process.  

CORE VALUE  

Core value of a good is produced in a firm or 

factory or manufacturing unit.  

Core value of a service is produced at the time of 

buyer and seller interaction.  

PARTICIPATION  

Customers don't participate in production 

process of goods.  

Customers participate in the production process of 

services.  

INVENTORY  

Goods can be kept in stock for future sales, 

inventory of goods is possible.  

Services cannot be kept in stock, inventory of 

services is not possible.  

OWNERSHIP  

Transfer of ownership of the title is possible 

in case of goods.  

Transfer of ownership of the title is not possible in 

case of services.  

CONSUMPTION  

In case of goods, production and distribution 

can be separated from consumption.  

In case of services, production, distribution and 

consumption occur at a same point of time.  

QUALITY  

The quality of a product can be measured and 

compared with other products.  
The quality of a service cannot be measured.  

RETURNS  

Goods purchased can be returned if not 

satisfied and can get refund.  

Services bought cannot be returned but in some 

cases can get refund of money.  

Types of Services 

1. Core Services: A service that is the primary purpose of the transaction. Eg: a haircut or 

the services of lawyer or teacher. 

2. Supplementary Services: Services that are rendered as a corollary to the sale of a 

tangible product. Eg: Home delivery options offered by restaurants above a minimum 

bill value. 

Benefits of service marketing 

Service marketing has grown exponentially in the past decade because of the various benefits it offers to 

companies. Following are few of the advantages of service marketing (Kapoor, 2011): 

1. Recurring sales: When service marketing is focused towards satisfying customers’ needs 

perfectly, it leads to repeat sales. Happy customers tend to come back for another purchase. For 



example, a customer who has a savings account with Citibank and is happy with its services like 

online banking, phone banking, etc. will go to Citibank for applying a loan. Thus, Citibank’s 

service marketing efforts are being translated to more sales. 

2. Reviews and word-of-mouth: A happy customer is likely to spread word about his experience to 

a number of people. Today, in the age of internet and swift communication, reviews play an 

important role in determining whether or not to buy a product. Negative reviews about a 

product/ service spreads fast. Through appropriate service marketing strategy, companies can 

ensure that customers are satisfied enough to spread word-of-mouth about their good 

experience. 

3. Contribution to economic growth: Service marketing is especially beneficial for developing 

countries. It gives them an opportunity to showcase their talents and commitment to quality 

when it comes to services. By using proper service marketing strategies, companies are able to 

gain trust of customers. On a national scale, this leads to an increase in employment level, 

increase in foreign exchange reserves increase in exports and Gross Domestic Product. 

 

Concept of service marketing 

Scholars have long debated the nature of services. Some of the earliest attempts to define 

services focused on what makes them different from goods. Late-eighteenth and early-

nineteenth century definitions highlighted the nature of ownership and wealth creation. 

Classical economists contended that goods were objects of value over which ownership rights 

could be established and exchanged. Ownership implied possession of a tangible object that 

had been acquired through purchase, barter or gift from the producer or previous owner and 

was legally identifiable as the property of the current owner. In contrast, when services were 

purchased, no title to goods changed hands.  

Historical perspectives 

Adam Smith's seminal work, The Wealth of Nations (1776), distinguished between the outputs 

of what he termed "productive" and "unproductive" labor. The former, he stated, produced 

goods that could be stored after production and subsequently exchanged for money or other 

items of value. But unproductive labor, however "honourable, ...useful, or... necessary" created 

services that perished at the time of production and therefore didn't contribute to wealth.  

French economist Jean-Baptiste Say argued that production and consumption were inseparable 

in services, coining the term "immaterial products" to describe them.
[3]

 In the 1920s, Alfred 

Marshall was still using the idea that services "are immaterial products. 

Contemporary perspectives 
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When services marketing emerged as a separate sub-branch within the marketing discipline in 

the early 1980s, it was largely a protest against the dominance of prevailing product-centric 

view.
[6][7]

 In 1960, the US economy changed forever. In that year, for the first time in a major 

trading nation, more people were employed in the service sector than in manufacturing 

industries.
[8]

 Other developed nations soon followed by shifting to a service based economy.
[9]

 

Scholars soon began to recognise that services were important in their own right, rather than as 

some residual category left over after goods were taken into account. This recognition triggered 

a change in the way services were defined. By the mid twentieth century, scholars began 

defining services in terms of their own unique characteristics, rather than by comparison with 

products.
[10]

 The following set of definitions shows how scholars were grappling with the 

distinctive aspects of service products and developing new definitions of service.
[11][12]

  

 "Goods are produced: services are performed." (Rathmell, 1966) 
[13]

 

 "A service is an activity or a series of activities which take place in interactions with a 

contact person or a physical machine and which provides consumer satisfaction." 

(Lehtinen, 1983
[14]

 

 "The heart of the service product is the experience of the consumer which takes place in 

real time... it is the interactive process itself that creates the benefits desired by the 

consumer." (Bateson, 1992) 
[15]

 

 "Services are deeds, processes and performances." (Zeithmal and Bitner, 1996) 
[16]

 

 "Services are processes (economic activities) that provide time, place, form, problem-

solving or experiential value to the recipient." (Lovelock, 2007) 
[17]

 

 "The term 'service'... is synonymous with value. A supplier has a value proposition, but 

value actualization takes place during the customer's usage and consumption process." 

(Gummesson, 2008) 
[18]

 

Alternative view 

A recently proposed alternative view is that services involve a form of rental through which 

customers can obtain benefits.
[19]

 Customers are willing to pay for aspirational experiences and 

solutions that add value to their lifestyle. The term, rent, can be used as a general term to 

describe payment made for use of something or access to skills and expertise, facilities or 

networks (usually for a defined period of time), instead of buying it outright (which is not even 

possible in many instances).
[19][20]

  

There are five broad categories within the non-ownership framework  

1. Rented goods services: These services enable customers to obtain the temporary right 

to use a physical good that they prefer not to own (e.g. boats, costumes) 

2. Defined space and place rentals: These services obtain use of a defined portion of a 

larger space in a building, vehicle or other area which can be an end in its own right (e.g. 

storage container in a warehouse) or simply a means to an end (e.g. table in a 

restaurant, seat in an aircraft) 
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3. Labor and expertise rental: People are hired to perform work that customers either 

choose not to do for themselves (e.g. cleaning the house) or are unable to do due to the 

lack of expertise, tools and skills (e.g. car repairs, surgery) 

4. Access to shared physical environments: These environments can be indoors or 

outdoors where customers rent the right to share the use of the environment (e.g. 

museums, theme parks, gyms, golf courses). 

5. Access to and usage of systems and networks: Customers rent the right to participate in 

a specified network such as telecommunications, utilities, banking or insurance, with 

different fees for varying levels of access 

Goods and services continuum 

 Tangible good 

             Soap, toothpaste 

 Tangible goods with some services 

         Consumer durables, office automation 

 Goods and services in near equal measure 

Restaurant 

 Services with minor goods 

         Airlines 

 Pure services 

        Doctor consulting 

Classification of services 

(a)                Trade 

(b)       Hotels and restaurants 

(c)      Transport including tourist assistance activities as well as activities of travel agencies and 

tour operators  

(d)       Storage and communication 

(e)       Banking and insurance 



(f)         Real estate and ownership of dwellings 

(g)       Business services including accounting; software development; data processing services; 

business and management consultancy; architectural, engineering and other technical 

consultancy; advertisement and other business services  

(h)       Public administration and defence  

(i)       Other services including education, medical and health, religious and other community 

services, legal services, recreation and entertainment services 

(j)        Personal services and activities of extra-territorial organisations and bodies 



 



Classification is generalized as follows 

a) Banking services 

The bank is one of the important service providers in the economy it acts as a main regulatory 

authority. The banking services mainly involve in accepting the deposits & granting a loan to 

both common people &   industrialist at a stipulated rate of interest. The bank plays a very 

important role in the circulation of money in the economy.RBI is the authority responsible for 

credit generation. RBI governor is a major advisor to finance minister of India. In India there are 

many nationalized private, cooperative, MNCs banks among these are SBI, ICICI, HDFC. 

b) Insurance Services  

Insurance means covering the uncertain risk. The insurance services target the customer for 

providing life & general insurance with the minimal & reasonable rate of risk.  IRDA i.e. 

Insurance Regulatory Development Authority in India plays a very important role & control. All 

insurance player in India has a broad objective is to safeguard the interest of the common 

public.LIC is the pioneer in life insurance to provide security to common people 

Because of tuff competition companies like ICICI Prudential, Tata, AIGC, HDFC Bajaj Alliance are 

coming with various insurance plans suitable for different age risk covering, general insurance 

include fire theft loss etc. 

c) Consultancy Services 

In consultancy services, the expert provides certain suggestion or advice to a businessman. 

industrialist. Nowadays consultancy services are growing at a faster rate. Consultancy service is 

highly customized & involve both the parties 

II Trade Services 

 Trade services are related to tangible products & commodities. These services associate the 

intangible factors of service with a tangible factor of production. These services are supportive 

in nature & enhance tangibility of the product 

a) Retail services 

b) Repair services 

c) Maintenance services 

a) Retail services 
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In retail services, retail outlet acts as a mandatory to sell all tangible product. It adds shopping 

area, proper billing, display, home delivery, telephonic order execution so that buyer gets 

motivated to buy the product. In India, only 3% of retail services are organized. There are big 

players like Big Bazaar, Reliance Godrej etc 

b) Repair services  

Repair service provides a customer with an after sale service for e.g Washing machine 

refrigerator, TV these services are well known for after sale service 

c) Maintenance Services 

These are provided to the customer for avoiding malfunctioning or problem in production so to 

take care these products like A.C, computer labs. The annual contract is created between both 

the parties such a service makes the tangible product more unique & competitive. 

III Infrastructure Services 

These services very important in the development of nation it also stimulates economic & social 

services. 

a) Communication services  

In last 10 years, communication services are in demand these services are provided through 

land phone mobile, with innovative services. As communication plays a very important role in 

day to day life of business it has become an essential for common man also 

b) Transport services 

 We use various services in our daily life. These are carried by rail, road, water or air & made 

available to the public at their locality. Transport service helps to carry finished products or raw 

material from one place to another. Similarly, you must have seen people traveling from one 

place to another by airplanes, trains, buses, cars, scooters, rickshaws, cycles, etc. This 

movement of goods and persons is very important in business. This helps the industries to avail 

raw material to the place of manufacturing. 

Classification of services 

 Nature of organization 

a) On the bases of Purpose – Individual , business or both 

E.g. Individuals-Fast food restaurant 

   -Business-BPO sector 

    -Both –Banking (Covering both personal and business banking) 
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b) On the bases of structure- Profit, Nonprofit 

c) On the bases of type – Public, private 

 

 Nature of service 

a) Degree of tradability – Embodied service, Pure service 

b) Service directed towards – Individual, things 

c) Degree of merchantability – High, medium, low 

Degree of merchantability means Distance from which a customer can make a 

transaction with a service firm 

 Low-(E.g.SIMS) 

Medium –(E.g.Pizza hut) 

High-(E.g.Travel agents’s business) 

 Customer relationship 

a) Type Of relationship – Formal, Informal, both 

 Formal-(E.g.SIMS) 

-Informal-(E.g.Pizza hut) 

-Both-Telecom(E.g.with prepaid and post paid customers) 

b) Degree of participation – Customer present during service performance or not 

E.g. customer present-Pizza hut(Dine in ),SIMS 

Customer does not have to be present (Credit card companies, Pizza hut (home 

delivery) 

 Nature of demand 

a) Levels Of demand  

Demand exceeds capacity – (E.g. SIMS) 

Sometimes demand exceeds capacity – (E.g.Pizzahut) 

Demand Does not exceeds capacity – (E.g.Telecom)  

b) Degree of fluctuations 

Wide – (E.g. Mahindra holidays) 

 Narrow – (E.g. SIMS) 

Variable – (E.g. Pizzahut) 

No fluctuations – (E.g.Doctor’s services strictly by appointment) 

 

 Service package 



a) Number of service and goods –  

One service 

One service one good 

One service multiple goods 

Multiple services 

Multiple services one good 

Multiple services Multiple goods 

 

b) Units of service –  

Situation –(E.g.Breakdown of service, Packers and movers) 

Time  - (E.g. Happy hours) 

Both – (E.g.Lawyers) 

 

c) Degree of equipment base 

High 

Medium 

 Low 

 

d) Degree of customization 

High- (E.g. Beauty  Service) 

Medium- (E.g. Fast food services) 

Low – (E.g. Cable services) 

 

e) Degree of durability 

High –(E.g.SIMS) 

Medium –  

Low – (E.g. Pizza hut) 

Relative to customer- (E.g. Customer’s upgrading technical skills through short 

term courses) 

Cannot be defined – (E.g. Medical Services) 

 

 Delivery method 

a) Availability of site 

One site 

Multiple sites 

 

b) Nature of delivery 

Continuous (E.g.Telecom postpaid) 



Discrete (E.g. Transport) 

Both (E.g. KPO) 

 

c) Type of consumption 

Independent –(E.g. Banking) 

Collection  - (E.g. SIMS) 

Both – (E.g. Consultancy) 

 

d) Allocation of capacity 

Reservation(E.g.SIMS) 

Order of arrival(E.g.Cinema Hall) 

Preferential( 

Reservation and order(E.g.Pizzahut) 

Reservation & preferential(E.g.Hotels) 

Order & preferential 

Reservation, order & preferential 

 

Characteristics Of services 

Characteristics of Services 

In the following, we will go into the most relevant characteristics of services. Characteristics of 

services apply universally to any service. The most important characteristics of services are: 

 Lack of ownership 

 Intangibility 

 Inseparability 

 Variability 

 Perishability 

 User participation 

Lack of Ownership – Characteristics of Services 

Lack of ownership may be one of the most obvious ones of the characteristics of service. It refers 

to the fact that you cannot own and store a service like you can a product. This characteristic is 

strongly linked to several other characteristics of services, such as intangibility, perishability, 

inseparability. You can not own a service and you can not store a service like you can store a 

product. Services are used or hired for a period of time. For example when you buy an aeroplane 

ticket to fly to the USA, you are buying a service which will start at the beginning of the flight 

and finish at the end of the flight. You can not take the aeroplane flight home with you. 



Intangibility – Characteristics of Services 

When thinking about the characteristics of services, intangibility may come to your mind first. 

Service intangibility means that services cannot be seen, tasted, felt, heard or smelled before they 

are bought. You cannot try them out. For instance, airline passengers have nothing but a ticket 

and a promise that they will arrive at a certain time at a certain destination. But there is nothing 

that can be touched. 

When you buy a car, you can see it, feel it, and even test it prior to purchase. In other words, 

products have tangible qualities that provide information to consumers so they can easily 

compare one product to another. Services, on the other hand, are intangible. Most services cannot 

be experienced or consumed until the purchase is made. Customers can easily end up feeling like 

they have to make a purchasing decision without adequate information. 

Communicate, communicate, communicate. Communication can come from a variety of sources. 

The use of customer testimonials and referrals is an excellent way to reduce the level of 

intangibility for your service. Additionally, you can increase customers’ comfort level by 

explaining your service in as much detail as possible. A well-designed brochure or website can 

provide information to customers before they talk to you, improving your overall efficiency and 

increasing your chances of securing new business. 

Services are said to be intangible - they cannot be seen or tasted, for example. This can causelack 

of confidence on the part of the consumer As was apparent earlier, in considering pricingand 

services marketing, it is often difficult for the consumer to measure service value andquality. To 

overcome this, consumers tend to look for evidence of quality and other attributes, for example 

in the decor and surroundings of the beauty salon, or from thequalifications and professional 

standing of the consultant. 

A business marketing service is actually selling an idea and not a product. 

In promoting sales the business will face the following problems: 

1. Demonstration or display cannot be done. 

2. No samples can be given. 

3. No containers can be shown to the buyers. 

The intangible nature of service brings the following advantages also for the marketers: 

1. There is no need for a warehouse as there is nothing to store. 

2. Transportation costs are totally avoided. 

3. There is no problem of unsold stock. 

4. There is no loss on account of pilferage, deterioration in quality, evaporation and so on. 

Inseparability – Characteristics of Services 



Characteristics of services include inseparability, which means that services are produced and 

consumed at the same time. This also entails that services cannot be separated from their 

providers. Contrary to services, physical goods are produced, then stored, later sold, and even 

later consumed. Services are first sold, then produced and consumed at exactly the same time. A 

product can, after production, be taken away from the producer. However, a service is produced 

at or near the point of purchase. For instance, when visiting a restaurant, you order your meal, 

the waiting and delivery of the meal, the service provided by the waiter/ress etc. All these parts, 

including the providers, are part of the service and therefore inseparable.  

To continue using the automobile analogy, cars are produced at one location, sold at another, and 

used at yet another location. Services are unique because they are usually provided and 

consumed at the same time in the same location (e.g. a haircut or car tune-up). Because of the 

characteristic of inseparability, customers have strong expectations about how a service will be 

provided, which can lead to disappointment if their expectations are not met. 

This refers to the fact that services are generated and consumed within the same time frame. Eg: 

a haircut is delivered to and consumed by a customer simultaneously unlike, say, a takeaway 

burger which the customer may consume even after a few hours of purchase. Moreover, it is very 

difficult to separate a service from the service provider. Eg: the barber is necessarily a part of the 

service of a haircut that he is delivering to his customer. 

The waitress in the restaurant, or the cashier in the bank,is an inseparable part of the service 

offering. The client also participates to some extent in theservice, and can affect the outcome of 

the service.  

Variability – Characteristics of Services 

Variability does also belong to the important characteristics of services. It refers to the fact that 

the quality of services can vary greatly, depending on who provides them and when, where and 

how. Because of the labour-intensive nature of services, there is a great deal of difference in the 

quality of service provided by various providers, or even by the same providers at different 

times. Firms have systems and procedures to ensure that they provide a consistent service but it 

is very difficult to make each service experience identical. For example two identical plane 

journeys may feel different to the passengers due to circumstances beyond the airline's control 

such as weather conditions or other passengers on the plane. 

Once you have decided to buy a Honda Accord, you know that there will be no variation in the 

quality of the Accord from one Honda dealer to another. Manufactured goods tend to have 

automated processes and quality assurance procedures that result in a consistent product. 

However, the quality of a service can vary by many factors, including who provides it, where it 

is provided, when it is provided, and how it is provided. The more your business relies on 

humans to provide services (instead of automation), the more susceptible you are to variability. 

To manage this challenge Establishing standard procedures (or checklists) can ensure consistent 

service delivery. If you have employees, training is essential.  



Given the very nature of services, each service offering is unique and cannot be exactly repeated 

even by the same service provider. While products can be mass produced and be homogenous 

the same is not true of services. eg: All burgers of a particular flavor at McDonalds are almost 

identical. However, the same is not true of the service rendered by the same counter staff 

consecutively to two customers. One of the reasons for variability in services is that moods of the 

people keeps on changing from time to time. Another reason is people keeps on changing in 

every profession 

Because a service is produced and consumed simultaneously, and because individual people 

make up part of the service offering, it can be argued that a service is always unique; it only 

exists once, and is never exactly repeated. This can give rise to concern about service qualityand 

uniformity issues. Personnel training and careful monitoring of customer satisfaction and 

feedback can help to maintain high standards. 

 

Perishability – Characteristics of Services 

Perishability means that services cannot be stored for later sale or use. In other words, services 

cannot be inventoried. This is one of the most significant characteristics of services, since it may 

have a major impact on financial results. Doctors or dentists often charge patients for missed 

appointments because the service value has foregone. The value existed only at that particular 

point and disappeared when the patient did not come. When demand is steady, the perishability 

of services is not a problem. However, in case of fluctuating demand, service firms can have 

difficult problems. For this reason, transport companies own much more equipment than they 

would if demand were even throughout the day: the demand during rush-hours needs to be 

served at that specific time, it cannot be served later or earlier. Consequently, service companies 

use various techniques for creating a better match between demand and supply: Demand shifting. 

If a car does not sell today, it can be stored and sold the following day or at some other time in 

the future. Services, on the other hand, are often perishable, meaning that unused capacity cannot 

be stored for future use or sale. For example, a restaurant might be full one night and half empty 

the next. If the restaurant runs with an inflexible staffing model, expenses are the same each 

night. However, the revenue picture is quite different, which impacts profits.  

This challenge can be overcome by carefully managing supply and demand. A restaurant might 

operate with fewer staff during the week and hire additional staff to cover weekends when 

demand is higher. This strategy will allow the restaurant to provide the same level of customer 

service with varying customer demand—and improve productivity. Services last a specific time 

and cannot be stored like a product for later use. For example an interior designer will design a 

property once. If you would like to redesign the house you will need to purchase the service 

again. 

Services are perishable; they cannot be stored. Therefore an empty seat on a plane, for example, 

is a lost opportunity forever. Restaurants are now charging for reservations whichare not kept, 

charges may be made for missed appointments at the dental clinic..  



User participation – Characteristics of Services 

Finally, the characteristics of services include user participation. Indeed, users participate in 

every service production. Even when the user is not required to be at a location where the service 

is performed, users participate in every service production. A service cannot be separated from 

its provider, but neither can it be separated from its user. 

Reasons for growth of service sector  

1. Greater demand for services 

2. More leisure time 

3. Increase in working women 

4. Greater life expectancies 

5. Greater complexity of products 

6. Increase in complexity of life 

7. Greater demand for leased services 

8. Increasing number of new products 

9. Education 

10. Migration of people 

11. Health consciousness in India 

12. Information technology 

13. Greater concern for ecology and resource scarcity 

1. 1. Reasons For Growth Of Services The growth of service industries can be traced to the 

economic development of society and the socio-cultural changes that have 

accompanied it. Changing environmental forces brought out of the services in forefront 

of the economy. Those environmental forces separately or in combination create new 

type of service. The following environmental factors are responsible to make a new 

service.  

2. 2. Economic affluence One, of the key factors for the growth of demand for services is 

the economic affluence . The size of the middle income consumer is raising fast and the 

percentage of the very poor household’s declining. The rural households in the upper 

income category are growing at a much faster pace than the urban households in the 

corresponding categories. The Economic liberalization Process has had a positive impact 

on the Indian households. Their income as well as their expenditure has been pushed, 

creating a demand for many goods and services  

3. 3. Changing Role of Women Traditionally the Indian woman was confined to household 

activities. But with the changing time there has been a change in the traditional way of 

thinking in the society. Women are now allowed to work. They are employed in defense 

services, police services, postal services, software services, health services, hospital 

services, entertainment industries, Business Process Outsourcing and so on. The 

percentage of working women has been growing rapidly. The changing role of women 

has created a market for a number of product and services. Earning women prefer to 

hire services in order to minimize the innumerable roles that they are required to 
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perform. The demand by woman is forcing service organizations to be more innovative 

in their approach.  

4. 4. Cultural Changes Change is the underlying philosophy of culture place of change in 

Indian culture is not uniform. However, during the last century the factors of change are 

prominent. The emergence of the nuclear family system in place of the traditional joint 

family system creates a demand for a host of services like education, health care, 

entertainment, telecommunication, transport, tourism and so on. There has’ been a 

marked change in the thought Processes relating to investment, leisure time perception 

and so on which has created a huge demand for services.  

5. 5. I.T. Revolution For the last 15 years in India IT became one of the key service 

businesses of the country. India has the largest software skilled population in the world. 

The domestic market as well as the international market has grown substantially. 

Realizing the potential for this area many state governments have made IT as their 

most, prioritized segment states such as Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh 

Maharashtra and Delhi have already achieved substantial progress in Information 

Technology the In years to come. The growth. Of’ population, industrialization and 

indiscriminate consumptions have affected the, natural resources, environment and the 

ecological balance. Due to this there is an imbalance of the ecology various service 

organizations have been promoted in order to take up social marketing. Thousands of 

crores of rupees are being spent on safeguarding the rare animals and birds, water 

pollution, conservation of oil & energy and research to develop new technologies that 

can promote effective use of natural resources and safeguard the environment.  

6. 6. Development of Markets During the last few decades the wholesaler and the retailer 

population has grown in the country. Urban India has become a cluster of wholesaling 

and retailing business. In the Semi – urban areas, retailing has spread to the nooks and 

corners of the streets and in the rural areas retail business is significantly present. A new 

breed of organizations, offering marketing services has come up. The government also 

offers marketing services to the small-scale agricultural farmers, artisans and other 

traditional business sectors such ‘as promotion of regulated markets, export promotion 

councils, development boards etc  

7. 7. Market orientation The changing competitive situation and demand supply positions 

has forced the manufacturing organization to shift their philosophy from production 

orientation to market orientation. Market is a service function that has been added in 

the organization. The pressures in the market has further forced the manufacturing 

organizations to have marketing research, accounting, auditing, financial management, 

human resource management and marketing research divisions – all of which are 

services functions.  

8. 8. Health-Care Consciousness In India, the healthcare market has grown substantially. 

The increased life expectancy is the result of the consciousness of the people regarding 

the health issues. The growth of fitness clubs, diagnostic centers, medical counseling, 

and health related information sites are the reflections of the growing demands for 

health care services. The government as well as the social organizations has taken up 

the mass campaigns in order to create awareness among the illiterate persons and the 

rural population on health service. Hence, the growth of health related services.  
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9. 9. Economic liberalization The economic liberalization of the 1991 has brought many 

changes in the Indian scenario. With the Disinvestment and the Privatization policies the 

state owned monopolies in many service areas came to an end Multinationals were 

permitted to enter the Indian market. Liberal lending policies and lower interest rates 

motivated many people to become selfemployed. Different sectors like Banking, 

Insurance, Power projects, Telecommunication, Hospitality sector, Health Services, 

Entertainment, Air transport, and Courier services witnessed intense competition, due 

to the entry of multinationals. The flow of time-tested service technology from various 

parts of the world changed the attitude of the Indian consumer towards sources.  

10. 10. Rampant migration One of the important reasons for the growth of services in India 

is the rampant migration of rural to semi-urban and urban areas. Migration to urban 

areas for the want of jobs and livelihood has resulted in the expansion of cities and 

townships due to which businesses like real estates, rentals, transportation and 

infrastructure services are rapidly expanding  

11. 11. Export potential India is considered to be a Potential source for services. There are a 

number of services that India offers to various parts of the world like banking, 

insurance, transportation co data services, accounting services, construction labor, 

designing, entertainment, education, health services, software services and tourism. 

Tourism and software services are among the major foreign exchange earners of the 

country and that the growth rate is also very high as compared to the other sectors  

12. More leisure time Due to more leisue time there is a great demand for travel agencies, 

travel resort 

13. Greater life expectancy There is a greater demand for health care services. People are 

doing retirement planning. 

14. Greater complexity of products Some services are profession based. Simple person who 

does not have proper knowledge about some products go to these professional and 

take their advice. E.g. Investment in mutual funds, Mobile repair. 

15. Education In olden days education is not given much importance but now the new 

generation is focusing on getting quality education. 

The Services Marketing Mix 

Extending the 4Ps 

The services marketing mix is an extension of the 4Ps framework. The essential elements of 

product, promotion, price and place remain but three additional elements – people, physical 

evidence and process are included to the 7Ps mix. The need for the extension is due to the high 

degree of direct contact between service providers and its customers, the highly visible nature 

of the service process, and the simultaneity of the production and consumption. Although it is 

possible to discuss people, physical evidence and process within the 4P framework (for 

example, people can be considered part of the product offering), this extension allows for a 

more thorough analysis of the marketing elements necessary for successful services marketing. 

Product 
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In the case of services, the “product” is intangible, heterogeneous and perishable. Moreover, its 

production and consumption are inseparable. Hence, there is scope for customizing the offering 

as per customer requirements. However, too much customization would compromise the 

standard delivery of the service and adversely affect its quality. Product refers to the service a 

company wishes to sell. This could be flights in the case of an airline or rooms in the case of a 

hotel. When you book a hotel room for a night you use the hotel room for an evening. But you 

also undergo a series of processes such as checking-in, checking-out, and having your luggage 

brought up to the room etc. 

The service product thus has to be designed with care. Generally service blue printing is done to 

define the service product. For example – a restaurant blue print will be prepared before 

establishing a restaurant business. This service blue print defines exactly how the product (in 

this case the restaurant) is going to be. 

A product is something which satisfies the needs and wants of the customer. It is the actual 

item which is held for sale in the market. Product mix constitutes the combination of all the 

services for sale in the market. 

For example, the product mix of a saloon will be the combination haircut service, manicure and 

pedicure service, facial, shaving etc. 

The life cycle of services is same as that of a product as it starts from the day it was first thought 

until the time it is finally removed from the market. 

Pricing 

Pricing of services is tougher than pricing of goods. While the latter can be priced easily by 

taking into account the raw material costs, in the case of services there are attendant costs–
such as labor and overhead costs–that also need to be factored in. 

A restaurant not only has to charge for the cost of the food served but also has to calculate a 

price for the ambiance provided. 

Price refers to the price a customer pays for the service. Pricing for services can be little more 

complex than for products. 

For example, an airline charging for flights would need to consider many factors: 

 Will we charge a fixed price for a seat? 

 Will we charge more as the flight gets increasingly booked? 

 Will we charge more for peak times? 

 Will we offer discounts for group bookings? 
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These are just a few of the factors that might need to be taken into account when determining 

the price of flights. 

Interestingly, because services are much more ambiguous than products, customers are likely 

to associate a higher priced service with superior quality. 

Price is an important tool in marketing of service. Since it is often difficult to evaluate a service 

before purchase, price acts as an indicator of perceived quality. For example, a patient expects 

a surgeon to charge high fees, otherwise he cannot be good. 

Price is also an important tool in managing demand. Bars charge higher rates in the evenings 

when they expect a lot of rush. They charge lower price during daytime expecting some 

customers. Low prices can also attract new customers who cannot afford to or do not want to 

pay the high prices charged in the evenings. The facility is more evenly utilized throughout the 

day. Matching demand and supply is critical in services because services cannot be stored. 

A less utilized facility at some part of the day or year means lost revenue which cannot be 

compensated. But the price differential has to be significant to be able to shift customers, as 

enjoyment of some services is closely related to the time at which they are consumed. 

The experience of watching a movie in a theatre at the weekend is very different from watching 

it on a weekday. People would prefer going to a hill-station in summers than at any other time 

of the year. 

Price sensitivity is a key segmentation variable in service sector. Some customers are willing to 

pay a much higher price than others. Time is often used to segment price sensitive and 

insensitive customers. Long-distance phone calls are cheaper at some part of the day than 

others. 

Some customers may be willing to pay more to get the service early or whenever they want it. 

It is often debatable if a patient willing to pay more than the normal fees should be allowed 

access to a doctor before another patient who has been waiting for his turn. 

The guests who pay more are in the faster moving queue and wait for less time than those who 

pay less. It is often wise to design facilities and operations in a way that the two sets of 

customers are not in sight of each other. 

Five techniques used when setting fee levels are as follows:  

Offset:  

A company charges low fees for the core service but charges higher prices for other add-on 

services. A restaurant may charge low price for food but will charge higher prices for drinks. An 



entertainment park may charge low price for rides on swings but may charge high price for 

food. 

Inducement:  

A company charges low fees to attract new customers or to help retain existing customers. 

Since price is a strong cue for quality in services, low price may make the customers believe that 

the quality of the service is not good. 

Divisionary:  

A company charges low basic fees on selected services to develop the image of a provider 

which offers value for money. The services with low prices should be accessed more often by 

customers. The price of other services should not be very high as customers will then be able to 

see the price discrepancy between the services. The low priced services give an image of being 

low-priced but the very high prices of other services will make the customers suspicious about 

the true nature of the service facility. 

Guarantee:  

The company allows the customers to pay the full fee only on achievement of agreed results. 

Most customers are generous enough to pay for the service that they have already consumed 

though they may not be fully satisfied with it. 

Predatory:  

The company charges low prices to undercut competition’s fees to remove them from the 

market. They plan to charge higher fees when competitors quit.  

Place 

Since service delivery is concurrent with its production and cannot be stored or transported, 

the location of the service product assumes importance. Service providers have to give special 

thought as to where the service is provided. A fine dining restaurant is better located in a busy, 

upscale market as opposed to the outskirts of a city. A holiday resort is better situated in the 

countryside away from the rush and noise of a city. For services, place refers to the ease of 

access that customers have to a service. This can involve a physical decision such as where to 

locate a hotel.  

Where you consume the service is a central part of the services marketing mix. With the place 

element the marketer considers convenience, location, number of outlets, and timing. Consider 

an event which takes place over a weekend.  



Place in case of services determine where is the service product going to be located. The best 

place to open up a petrol pump is on the highway or in the city. A place where there is 

minimum traffic is a wrong location to start a petrol pump. Similarly a software company will be 

better placed in a business hub with a lot of companies nearby rather than being placed in a 

town or rural area. 

Place mix is deciding where and how the services will be available to the customers at the right 

time and at the right place to result in maximum advantage to the business. 

Promotion 

Since a service offering can be easily replicated, promotion becomes crucial in differentiating a 

service offering in the mind of the consumer. Service providers offering identical services such 

as airlines or banks and insurance companies invest heavily in advertising their services. This is 

crucial in attracting customers in a segment where the services providers have nearly identical 

offerings. 

Promotion refers to the different ways you communicate, describe, and advertise your product. 

Because they are intangible, services can be more difficult than products to promote. This is 

because there is nothing physical that can be assessed by a potential customer. Common ways 

to promote services include: 

 Using celebrity endorsements to create trust in the product. 

 Offering guarantees to remove risk. 

 Using testimonials. 

 Listing any “household name” customers. 

 Using branding to highlight the quality of a product. 

Obviously services are more difficult to assess in terms of attributes in comparison to tangible 

products. The marketer needs to be more innovative and clear when it comes to the benefits to 

the target market of his or her service. The marketer can try a number of techniques which 

include: 

 Branding is everything to service. Starbucks does sells coffee and cake but much of its 

offering is its service. Starbucks’ logo, its location, the ambience of their stores and the 

whole service experience is all part of the brand Starbucks. There are many other 

examples of this including KFC and McDonalds.  

 The intangible elements of service are difficult to communicate. It may be difficult to 

represent courtesy, hard work and customer care in an advertisement. The idea then is 

to use tangible cues that will help customers understand and judge the service. 

 A hotel can show the building, swimming pool, friendly staff and happy customers. 

Testimonials from satisfied customers can be used to communicate service benefits. 
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Personal selling can also be effective in services marketing because of the high 

perceived risk inherent in many service purchases. 

 A salesperson can explain details of a personal health plan can answer questions and 

provide reassurance. Because of high perceived risk inherent in buying services, sales 

people should develop lists of satisfied customers to be used in reference selling. Sales 

people need to be trained to ask for referrals. 

 Customers should be asked if they know of other people or organizations that might 

benefit from the service. The customer can then be used as an entry and point of 

reference when approaching and selling to the new prospect. Word-of-mouth publicity 

is critical to success because of the experimental and experiential nature of services. 

Talking to people who have visited a resort is more convincing than reading holiday 

brochures. 

 Personal influences play a dominant role in the choice process of services. Therefore, it 

is important that the service provider takes deliberate steps to engender word-of-

mouth communication. 

Promotions have become a critical factor in the service marketing mix. Services are easy to be 

duplicated and hence it is generally the brand which sets a service apart from its counterpart. 

You will find a lot of banks and telecom companies promoting themselves rigorously. 

It is because competition in this service sector is generally high and promotions is necessary to 

survive. Thus banks, IT companies, and dotcoms place themselves above the rest by advertising 

or promotions. 

A business has to convey about its offering and its USP to the customer. It is what keeps it alive 

in this competitive environment. The promotion mix decides the marketing communication 

techniques, strategies, and mediums used. The medium includes: 

 Advertising 

 Branding 

 Personal Selling 

 Sales Promotion 

 Public Relations 

 Direct Marketing, and 

 Social Media Outreach 

People 

People are a defining factor in a service delivery process, since a service is inseparable from the 

person providing it. A restaurant is known as much for its food as for the service provided by its 

staff. The same is true of banks and department stores. Consequently, customer service 

training for staff has become a top priority for many organizations today. 
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By people, we mean those people who are directly or indirectly involved in the delivery of the 

service. This typically means employees of the company. But it can also mean subcontractors 

with direct interaction with customers. 

It can even refer to existing and past customers of the company. These customers represent the 

company through word of mouth. 

People are a very important factor in the 7 P’s because services tend to be produced and 

consumed at the same time. Because of this, the behavior of these people is very important in 

determining the experience of the customer. 

All service businesses should ensure that staff are well trained and motivated. But there is 

another way to adjust the people tactic. This can be done by adjusting customer experience to 

meet the needs of individual customers. 

As an example, imagine a hotel guest tweets that they’re at your hotel preparing for an 

important meeting the next day. Then the next day while the guest is out, your staff place a 

handwritten note in their room wishing them every success in their meeting. Alongside this, 

staff place some complimentary chocolates in the guest’s room. 

This tailoring of customer experience will tend to make the customer more satisfied in the short 

term. It also makes them more likely to become a long-term customer. Furthermore, they are 

more likely to tell their friends and colleagues about their great experience in your hotel. 

Service quality is inseparable from quality of service providers. The company has to set 

standards to improve quality of service provided by employees and monitor their performance. 

Without training and control, employees tend to be variable in their performance leading to 

variable service quality. Training is crucial so that employees understand the appropriate norms 

of behaviour. 

A service provider trains its employees to identify and categorize different personality types of 

customers, and to modify their behaviour accordingly. Employees need to know how much 

discretion they have to talk informally to customers. 

They also need to control their own behaviour so that they are not intrusive, noisy or 

immature. They need to adopt a customer-first attitude rather than putting their own 

convenience and enjoyment before those of their customers. 

Employees of service organizations have to be adept in multiple roles. They have to be good in 

their primary task and they have to be good in interpersonal skills. They also should have 

empathy to judge the service requirement and mood of the customer, and modify their service 

and behaviour accordingly. 



People is one of the elements of service marketing mix. People define a service. If you have an 

IT company, your software engineers define you. If you have a restaurant, your chef and service 

staff defines you. If you are into banking, employees in your branch and their behavior towards 

customers defines you. In case of service marketing, people can make or break an organization. 

Thus many companies nowadays are involved into specially getting their staff trained in 

interpersonal skills and customer service with a focus towards customer satisfaction. In fact 

many companies have to undergo accreditation to show that their staff is better than the rest. 

Definitely a USP in case of services. 

Services are inseparable from the provider. These providers form the people of the service 

marketing mix. For example, the chef in the restaurant, a banker in the bank, an air hostess in 

the flight, etc. 

Companies spend much time in selecting and training their staff and every other person who 

represents the company to the customer. 

Process 

The process of service delivery is crucial since it ensures that the same standard of service is 

repeatedly delivered to the customers. Most companies have a service blue print which 

provides the details of the service delivery process, often going down to even defining the 

service script and the greeting phrases to be used by the service staff. 

Process refers to the procedures, mechanisms, and flow of activities that occur when the 

customer and the business interact with each other. 

When, for example, a customer books a hotel room a process is triggered. When the customer 

then checks into the hotel another process is triggered, and when they check-out yet another 

process is triggered. 

All of these processes need to be tightly controlled to ensure consistent customer experience. 

They are usually defined in written Standard Operating Procedure documents (SOPs). 

These are the procedures, mechanisms and flow of activities by which a service is delivered to 

customers. Self service cafeteria is very different from a restaurant. The company needs to 

research the requirements of its customers and set its processes accordingly so that the 

required service is delivered. Since requirements of customers vary widely, processes cannot be 

standardized. 

Service process is the way in which a service is delivered to the end customer. Lets take the 

example of two very good companies – Mcdonalds and Fedex. Both the companies thrive on 

their quick service and the reason they can do that is their confidence on their processes. 
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The actual mechanism involved in delivering a service is the process. It’s the route of the actual 

product from the provider to the user. For example, a bank has a definite process for its every 

operation (to deposit a cheque, to withdraw money, to change your address, etc.). 

Since services are diverse, processes involved in carrying out those services are also diverse. 

Process can be involved in planning and/or in the execution. But it is always involved in carrying 

out a service. 

Process results in uniformity. Hence process is an essential of the services marketing mix. 

Physical Evidence 

Since services are intangible in nature, most service providers strive to incorporate certain 

tangible elements into their offering to enhance customer experience. Many hair salons have 

well designed waiting areas, often with magazines and plush sofas for patrons to read and relax 

while they await their turn. Similarly, restaurants invest heavily in their interior design and 

decorations to offer a tangible and unique experience to their guests. 

As we’ve already defined, services are intangible. Despite this, their delivery often involves 

tangible elements. Physical evidence is defined as both: 

 The environment or place where the service is delivered. 

 Any tangible elements that facilitate the service or provide information about the 

service. 

Based on this definition, physical evidence includes such things as: 

 The company’s website 

 Annual accounts 

 Business cards 

 Logos and brochures 

 Equipment 

 Buildings 

As an example, consider a potential customer who wishes to visit a hotel for the first time. The 

physical evidence might include pictures of the hotel, past customer reviews, and the hotel’s 

proximity to the center of town. 

Physical Evidence is the material part of a service. Strictly speaking there are no physical 

attributes to a service, so a consumer tends to rely on material cues. There are many examples 

of physical evidence, including some of the following buildings, equipment, signs and logos, 

annual accounts and business reports, brochures, your website, and even your business cards. 



Physical evidence is about the environment in which the service is delivered and it includes any 

tangible goods that facilitate the performance and communication of the service. Customers 

look for cues to have an idea about the likely quality of a service by inspecting the tangible 

evidence. 

Prospective customers may peep through a restaurant window to check the appearance of the 

waiters, the decor and the furnishings. The layout of a service operation has to balance the 

operational need for efficiency and marketing desire for effectively serving the customer. 

Customers do not know what is in store for them when they decide to consume a service as 

they cannot examine it before using it. The whole facility is important to the customer as a 

source for cues, by which he will try to gauge the quality of the service he is going to consume. 

The last element in the service marketing mix is a very important element. As said before, 

services are intangible in nature. However, to create a better customer experience tangible 

elements are also delivered with the service. Take an example of a restaurant which has only 

chairs and tables and good food, or a restaurant which has ambient lighting, nice music along 

with good seating arrangement and this also serves good food. Which one will you prefer? The 

one with the nice ambience. That’s physical evidence. 

Several times, physical evidence is used as a differentiator in service marketing. Imagine a 

private hospital and a government hospital. A private hospital will have plush offices and well 

dressed staff. Same cannot be said for a government hospital. Thus physical evidence acts as a 

differentiator. 

Services are intangible. But they are often provided along with many tangible elements. 

Physical evidence includes the environment/place where the service is provided and any 

tangible elements that facilitate the performance or communication of the service. It’s the 

tangible part which is more or less complementary to the service. For example, a physical 

evidence mix of a premium saloon will include the staff’s uniform, a good ambience created by 

playing nice music and spraying good room freshener, etc 

Emergence of service economy 

Service sector is at boom in India and it is having more than 50% contribution in our GDP.  

Well after 20-30 years of industrial revolution there was a huge upliftment of society i.e. increase in 

their economic, financial and consumption pattern of the consumers. This resulted in increase in 

consumption i.e. increase in demand. 

During this span of time the creation of weath was primarily based on 

 Industrialization,manufacturing and marketing 

The focus of economy was to produce and manufacture more and more tangible goods.  

Services such as accounting, banking etc were considered as supporting activities to the manufacturing 

sector. The economy was totally focused on manufacturing sector. The market was called as the sellers 

market. 
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After that period services emerged as a separate area of market and economy with the emergence of 

services the distribution and disposal of wealth became better.  

The secret of success of developed countries was their main focus or we can say that promotion of 

service sector industries and now it is clear that Indian economy is developing at very fast pace due to 

success of service sector firms like - banks, insurance, BPO service, Share traders etc. 

Every economy consists of three sectors. They are primary sector (extraction such as mining, 

agriculture and fishing), secondary sector (manufacturing) and the tertiary sector (service sector). 

Economies tend to follow a developmental progression that takes them from a heavy reliance on 

primary, toward the development of manufacturing and finally toward a more service based 

structure. Historically, manufacturing tended to be more open to international trade and 

competition than services.  

India's services sector has always served the country’s economy well and currently accounting 

near about 60 per cent of the gross domestic product (GDP). In this regard, the financial services 

sector has been an important contributor. 

The service sector consists of the soft parts of the economy such as insurance, government, 

tourism, banking, retail, education, and social services. In soft-sector employment, people use 

time to deploy knowledge assets, collaboration assets, and process-engagement to create 

productivity, effectiveness, performance improvement potential and sustainability. Service 

industry involves the provision of services to businesses as well as final consumers. Services 

may involve transport, distribution and sale of goods from producer to a consumer as may 

happen in wholesaling and retailing, or may involve the provision of a service, such as in pest 

control or entertainment. Goods may be transformed in the process of providing a service, as 

happens in the restaurant industry or in equipment repair. However, the focus is on people 

interacting with people and serving the customer rather than transforming physical goods.. 

Trust is important in service as services are intangible. Branding of services and communication  

is important.. 

The services included in the service sectors trade, tourism, communication, transport, 

Information Technology (IT) and Information Technology enabled services (ITeS), community 

and personal services, financial services, entertainment industry etc. The very nature of these 

services facilitates in the growth of other sectors viz industry and agriculture. Among the 

services, trade is an important segment in India’s GDP. The GDP from trade (inclusive of 

wholesale and retail in the organized and unorganized sectors) increased at 9.1 percent during 

2009-10. With the growth in income and growing consuming population, the retail business 

also got a boost. However, share of trade in overall GDP remained fairly stable at around 15 per 

cent in the last four years because of higher growth witnessed by other sectors. 

  

Tourism is one of the major engines of economic growth in most parts of the world including 

India. According to the UN World Tourism Organization, tourism provides 6 per cent to 7 per 

cent of the world’s total jobs directly and millions more indirectly in this sector. Tourism also 



plays an important role in the country’s foreign exchange earnings, as its share in India’s export 

of services accounted for 13 per cent of the total export of services in 2009-10. During the six 

year period 2004-09, growth in foreign tourist arrivals and foreign exchange earnings from 

tourism was 8.1 per cent, and 14.5 per cent respectively. Medical tourism, rural tourism are 

some new streams fuelling the growth of tourism. 

  

The hotels and restaurants sector is an important sub-component of the tourism sector. 

Availability of good quality and affordable hotel rooms plays an important role in boosting the 

growth of tourism in the country. Presently there are 1593 classified hotels with a capacity of 

95,087 rooms in the country. The hotels sector comprises various forms of accommodation, 

namely star category hotels, heritage category hotels, timeshare resorts, apartment hotels, 

guest houses, and bed and breakfast establishments. Hotels and restaurants registered the 

growth of 8.5 percent during 2004-09. 

  

The telecom sector has grown from a level of 22.8 million telephone subscribers in 1999 to 54.6 

million in 2003, and further to 764.77 million at the end of November 2010. Wireless telephone 

connections have contributed to this growth as the number of wireless connections rose from 

3.57 million in March 2001 to 729.58 million by the end of November 2010.  

 

At IT and ITeS services India has gained a brand identity as a knowledge economy. The IT-ITeS 

industry has four major components: IT services, business process outsourcing (BPO), 

engineering services and R&D, and software products. The growth in the services sector in India 

has been led by the IT-ITeS sector which has become a growth engine for the economy, 

contributing substantially to increases in the GDP, employment, and exports. This sector has 

improved its contribution to India’s GDP from 4.1 per cent in 2004-05 to 6.1 per cent in 2009-10 

and an estimated 6.4 per cent in 2010-11. The industry has also helped expand tertiary 

education significantly. The industry saw robust growth by an estimated 19.5 percent in 2010-

11 compared to the moderate growth of 6.2 per cent in 2009-10. Between 2004-09, IT and ITeS 

exports grew by whopping 22.2 percent. 

  

Apart from the above illustrated services, there are other services also with huge prospects of 

growth like legal services, consultancies, real estate services, community and personal services, 

social services, Research and Development, audit and account services etc. Given the diverse 

activities in services, supporting its growth requires careful and differentiated strategies. 

  

Though service sector is considered to be employment intensive sector but in India, it is still 

waiting for the migration of workforce from primary sector, which harbors more than 55 

percent of the workforce, to the tertiary sector. The major reason quoted for this anomaly is 

the lack of skilled labour in the country. The only recourse available to rectify this anomaly is to 

introduce skill enhancement in the workforce through training. If service sector succeeds in 

providing the employment as it provides GDP growth, inequalities in the country can be 

reduced to considerable extent. 

  



Undoubtedly, India has experienced a robust service led growth in the post-liberalization era, 

but sustaining such growth is equally vital and to achieve sustainable growth, India has to 

considerably improve its infrastructure and human capital. Where infrastructure development 

is vital for the growth of services like transport, communication, tourism etc, supply of skilled 

workforce is essential for the services like IT and ITeS, communication, BPO, accounting 

services, legal services, financial services etc. India already created a niche in the word for its 

services and now it must endeavor to use the service sector as a tool to achieve goals like 

poverty eradication, employment generation, income and regional equality etc.   

  

In this fast changing world, service industries have already overtaken goods industries in the 

wealth creation process at least in the developed countries. Manufacturing industries grew 

because they produced tangible goods which satisfied people’s physiological needs of food, 

shelter and clothing. As the basic needs was fulfilled there was demand for improved 

satisfaction, and this led to a proliferation of variations of the same product and a number of 

companies involved in its manufacture. The growth of service industries can be traced to the 

economic development of society and the socio-culture changes that have accompanied it. 

Service sector is also one of the fastest growing sectors of Indian economy. One in two Indians 

earn their living from service sectors. This is a much diversified sector ranging from 

neurosurgeons to house maids. Three related events of 1990’s gave boost to service sector. 

Globalization of business and consumers taste powered boom in accountancy, law, entertainment 

and retailing. Explosion in IT sector fuelled sectors like telecom, software, finance and banking. 

The restructuring of manufacturing and stagnant agriculture further provided fuel to Indian 

economy to jump from agriculture to services. 

In order to fully understand what service economy means and what its real challenges are, it is 

important to understand what are the reasons that are causing its emergence are. The following 

are the reasons for the emergence of service industries: Increasing affluence- Greater demand for 

services (activities which consumers used to perform themselves) such as interior decoration, 

laundry, care of household products such as carpets, care of garden etc. More leisure time- 

Greater demand for recreation and entertainment facilities, travel resorts, adult education and self 

improvement courses. 

Higher percentage of women in labour force- Greater demand for creches, baby sitting, 

household domestic help. Greater life expectancy**- Greater demand for nursing homes and 

health care services. Greater complexity of products- Greater demand for skilled specialist to 

provide maintenance for complex products such as air conditioners, cars, home computers. 

Increasing complexity of life- Greater demand for specialists in income-tax, labour laws, legal 

affairs, marriage counseling, and employment services. 

Greater concern about ecology and resource scarcity- Greater demand for purchased or leased 

services, car rental, travel, resort to time sharing rather than ownership basis. Increasing number 

of new products- The computer-sparked development of such service industries as programming, 

repair and time sharing. Marketing challenges in service business Managing, growing, and 

profiting with both product and service businesses are challenging tasks. But the challenges are 



different from one to the other. Listed below are some of the most common and difficult 

challenges of growing and managing consulting, professional, or technology service businesses 

that don't necessary apply to product businesses. 

Clients can't see or touch services before they purchase them. This makes services difficult to 

conceptualize and evaluate from the client perspective, creating increased uncertainty and 

perception of risk. From the firm's perspective, service intangibility can make services difficult 

to promote, control quality, and set price. Services are often produced and consumed 

simultaneously. This creates special challenges in service quality management that product 

companies do not even consider. Products are tested before they go out the door. 

If a product has quality problems while in production, the company can fix them and customers 

are none the wiser. Service production happens with the customer present, creating a very 

different and challenging dynamic. Trust is necessary**. Some level of trust in the service 

organization and its people must be established before clients will engage services. This is as 

important, sometimes more important, than the service offerings and their value proposition. 

Competition is often not who you think. Competition for product companies is other product 

companies. Competition for service companies are often the clients themselves. 

Sure, sometimes you find yourself in a competitive shootout (some firms more than others), but 

often the client is asking 'should we engage this service at all' and 'if so, should we just do it in-

house'. Brand extends beyond marketing. Brand in service businesses is about who you are as 

much as what you say about yourself. And internal brand management and communications can 

be equally as vital to marketing success as are external communications. Proactive lead 

generation is difficult**. Many service companies have tried, and failed, at using lead generation 

tactics that work wonders for product companies. 

 

 



Unit 2 notes (Service marketing) 

Understanding customer’s needs and expectation 

Customers usually approach a company with an idea of what they want already in mind—
whether that’s buying a product, getting information, or receiving technical assistance.  

 Defining Customer Wants  

 Understanding Customer Needs.  

 Identifying Customer Expectations.  

Expectations reflect the standard of the service the customer expects to receive.  

What Is a Customer Need? 

A customer need is a motive that prompts a customer to buy a product or service.. 

An example of customer need takes place every day around 12:00 p.m. This is when people 

begin to experience hunger (need) and decide to purchase lunch. The type of food, the location of 

the restaurant and the amount of time the service will take are all factors to how individuals 

decide to satisfy the need. 

Below are the most common types of customer needs -- most of which work in tandem with one 

another to drive a purchasing decision. 

15 Most Common Types of Customer Needs 

Product Needs 

1. Functionality 

Customers need your product or service to function the way they need in order to solve their 

problem or desire. 

2. Price 

Customers have unique budgets with which they can purchase a product or service. 

3. Convenience 

Your product or service needs to be a convenient solution to the function your customers are 

trying to meet. 

4. Experience 

The experience using your product or service needs to be easy -- or at least clear -- so as not to 

create more work for your customers. 

https://pragmaticmarketing.com/resources/articles/what-is-a-customer-need
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5. Design 

Along the lines of experience, the product or service needs a slick design to make it relatively 

easy and intuitive to use. 

6. Reliability 

The product or service needs to reliably function as advertised every time the customer wants to 

use it. 

7. Performance 

The product or service needs to perform correctly so the customer can achieve their goals. 

8. Efficiency 

The product or service needs to be efficient for the customer by streamlining an otherwise time-

consuming process. 

9. Compatibility 

The product or service needs to be compatible with other products your customer is already 

using. 

Service Needs 

10. Empathy 

When your customers get in touch with customer service, they want empathy and understanding 

from the people assisting them. 

11. Fairness 

From pricing to terms of service to contract length, customers expect fairness from a company. 

12. Transparency 

Customers expect transparency from a company they're doing business with. Service outages, 

pricing changes, and things breaking happen, and customers deserve openness from the 

businesses they give money to. 

13. Control 

Customers need to feel like they're in control of the business interaction from start to finish and 

beyond, and customer empowerment shouldn't end with the sale. Make it easy for them to return 

products, change subscriptions, adjust terms, etc. 



14. Options 

Customers need options when they're getting ready to make a purchase from a company. Offer a 

variety of product, subscription, and payment options to provide that freedom of choice. 

15. Information 

Customers need information, from the moment they start interacting with your brand to days and 

months after making a purchase. Business should invest in educational blog content, instructional 

knowledge base content, and regular communication so customers have the information they 

need to successfully use a product or service. 

Ten things you need to know about your customers 

1. Who they are 
If you sell directly to individuals, find out your customers' gender, age, marital status and 

occupation. If you sell to other businesses, find out what size and kind of business they 

are. For example, are they a small private company or a big multinational? 

2. What they do 
If you sell directly to individuals, it's worth knowing their occupations and interests. If 

you sell to other businesses, it helps to have an understanding of what their business is 

trying to achieve. 

3. Why they buy 
If you know why customers buy a product or service, it's easier to match their needs to 

the benefits your business can offer. 

4. When they buy 
If you approach a customer just at the time they want to buy, you will massively increase 

your chances of success. 

5. How they buy 
For example, some people prefer to buy from a website, while others prefer a face-to-face 

meeting. 

6. How much money they have 
You'll be more successful if you can match what you're offering to what you know your 

customer can afford. 

7. What makes them feel good about buying 
If you know what makes them tick, you can serve them in the way they prefer. 

8. What they expect of you 

For example, if your customers expect reliable delivery and you don't disappoint them, 

you stand to gain repeat business. 

9. What they think about you 
If your customers enjoy dealing with you, they're likely to buy more. And you can only 

tackle problems that customers have if you know what they are. 

10. What they think about your competitors 
If you know how your customers view your competition, you stand a much better chance 

of staying ahead of your rivals. 



Formation of customer expectations 

1. Utilise external surveys to gauge customer satisfaction: 
Consider using an external customer survey to measure your current customer 

service satisfaction levels prior and following the implementation of your 

customer service improvement plan.. 

 

2. Analyse your customer feedback: 
Identify trends and gaps in your service or product offering from all of your 

customer feedback. Share the results with your team and identify ways to best 

address the gaps, whilst building on the good service elements valued by your 

customers. 

3. Get personal feedback from your customers: 
Find out how they found your service experience at each stage of the buying 

process: 

o At reservation time (of service or product):  
 How well did we meet your needs when selecting the service or product 

you chose? 

 What could we have done more or less of, or differently to help you? 

o After purchase:  
 On a scale of 1 to 10 how well did our service or product meet your 

expectations? 

 What could we do in future to achieve 10? 

 On a hotel reception desk, a simple question like ‘How was your stay?’ 
may be enough to gauge your customer’s true thoughts and feelings about 

your service, as you can see how congruent their verbal language is with 

their body language. 

o The after sales service:  
 After the first week of purchase ask: ‘What in hindsight, could we have 

done better to have supported you?’ 
 After the first week, month or year ask your customer: ‘How have you 

found our product or service?’ 
 Ask the customer to give you some selected feedback on your core service 

standards or key measures either on-line, over the telephone, or email, 

ensuring you make the process simple, quick and easy to complete.  

 

4. Facilitate customer focus groups and special events: 
Bring regular customers together to learn what they like about your product or 

service, as well as what they would like to see improved or changed in some way. 

Make your customers feel special by offering events or unique services to regular 

customers and using the event to get to know them better 



 

Expectations and How They Are Formed 

How Expectations are formed 

 Customer expectations about what constitutes good service vary from one business to 

another e.g. services availed of a doctor and in a restaurant 

 Expectations are also likely to vary in relation to differently positioned service providers 

in the same industry e.g. no frills airline and full service airline 

 Strongly influenced by their  

-own prior experience as customers with a particular service industry 

-with competing services in the same industry 

-or with related services in different industries 

 If they have no relevant prior experience,customers may base their prepurchase 

expectations on WOM comments,news stories,or the firm’s own marketing efforts. 

When deciding the level of service delivery, a company needs to keep its customers’ zone of 

tolerance (ZoT) in mind. What exactly does ZoT mean? 

 Let us study the following example.  

 A small travel agency opens for work on a Monday morning to find that its broadband 

line is not functioning. It lodges a complaint with the telecom service provider and gets a 

complaint number.  

 How soon should the telecom company repair the line?  

 This is where the concept of ZoT comes into play. 

 In an ideal world, the service provider would fix the problem immediately after the 

complaint is lodged.  

 This is what would lead to customer delight. 

 However, there is going to be a cost attached to providing that level of service. The 

telecom company needs to maintain that many technical support staff and also equip 

them with requisite communication and transport.  

 This cost will eat into the profits that the company can otherwise make. 

 At the same time, the firm cannot afford to ignore the servicing element too much, since 

that could make customers unhappy forcing them to evaluate shifting their business 

elsewhere. 

 Clearly, the need is to maintain a balance between losing money through providing 

“ideal-world” servicing and losing money through providing service that makes 

customers shy away. 

 The telecom company should therefore try to identify the level of service that customers 

find acceptable, though not great, and which proves to be affordable for the company. 



 This could be — purely for example — something between 24 and 48 hours, or between 

24 and 72 hours.  

 In other words, the customer would ideally look for service immediately, but will settle 

for service within 48 hours from the time of lodging the complaint. And this time lag of 48 

hours would mean a significant saving in the manpower and resources cost for the 

telecom service provider.  

 This range between the ideally desired level of service and the acceptable level of service 

is termed the Zone of Tolerance. 

 

 

 Zone Of Tolerance expands and contracts 

 It can vary from customer to customer 

 It can vary from one situation to next for the same customer(e.g. emergency and service 

failure situations tend tend to raise customer’s adequate level of service temporarily 

therefore narrowing the ZOT 

 Therefore customers adequalte service expectations seem to be influenced more by 

specific circumstances  and therefore more challengeable than their desired service 

expectations. 

Factors that Influence Customer Expectations of Services 

 Zone Of Tolerance 

-Range  of service within which customers don’t pay explicit attention to service 

performance 



-when services fall outside this range, customers will react positively or negatively 

-ZOT can increase or decrerase for individual customers depending on such factors as 

competition,price or importance of specific service attributes 

Components of Customer Expectations 

 Desired Service Level: wished-for level of service quality that customer believes can 

and should be delivered  
 Adequate Service Level: minimum acceptable level of service  

 Predicted Service Level: service level that customer believes firm will actually deliver  
 Zone of Tolerance: range within which customers are willing to accept variations in 

service delivery  
 Example:-If your airconditioner stops working , 

-Ideal level of serice is to repair the airconditioner immediately 

-Desired level of serice will be to come within four hours of the customer’s call 

-Predicted level :Because it is mid summer, the air conditioning service will be in their 

busiest time of the year. Hence tolerance zone will be greater . 

Based on past experience  it will be estimated it will be late in the evening or next morning 

,AC will be fixed 

 Situational factors 

-Reasons for purchase 

-Consumer mood 

-Weather 

-Time constraints 

-Emergency 

 

Process of market segmentation 

 
The purpose of segmentation is to identify customer groups that are both similar and different 

within the group. 

 

You can segment customers based on two different questions: 

– Who purchases what? 



• User-based approach 

– Why do they purchase? 

• Behavioral-based approach 

The customer characteristics can be broken down into four different areas: 

1. Demographic 

 (Age, family size, marital status, sex)  

2. Geographic 

 (Climate, Rural vs. Urban, National, State)  

3. Socioeconomic 

 (Income, Class, Vocation, Education, Religion , Ethnicity)  

4. Lifestyle, Personality, Attitudes 

 (Interests, Tastes, Preferences) 

 

 

Why do they purchase? 

 

• The product related approaches are: 

1. User types 

 (First timers, Regulars, Non-users)  

2. Consumption patterns 

 (Low, Medium, Strong)  

3. Brand Loyalty 

 (Experimenters, Unaware, Unsatisfied, Satisfied)  

4. Price Sensitivity 

 (Low-cost orientation, Higher-cost quality)  

5. Perceived benefits 

 (Performance, Quality, Service)  

6. Application 

7. Purchase occasion 

8. Media Exposure 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 

Process of segmentation 

 

The 7 steps of Market Segmentation 

1) Determine the need of the segment  

What are the needs of the customers and how can you group customers based on their needs? 

You have to think of this in terms of consumption by customers or what would each of your 

customer like to have. 

For example – In a region, there are many normal restaurants but there is no Italian restaurant 

or there is no fast food chain. So, you came to know the NEED of consumers in that specific 

region. 

2) Identifying the segment  

Once you know the need of the customers, you need to identify that “who” will be the 

customers to choose your product over other offerings. You have to decide which type of 

segmentation you are going to use in this case. Is it going to be geographic, demographic, 

psychographic or what? The 1st step gives you a mass of crowd, and in the 2nd step, you have 

to differentiate the people from within that crowd. 

Taking the same above example of Italian restaurant – The target will be children, youngsters 

and middle aged people. Italian food is generally not preferred by old age people who prefer 

food which can be easily chewed. 

3) Which segment is most attractive? 
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Now, we approach the targeting phase in the steps of market segmentation. Out of the various 

segments you have identified via demography, geography or psychography, you have to choose 

which is the most attractive segment for you.  

If you are using psychographic segmentation, then you need to target the psychology of 

consumers which takes time. So you will not be able to expand faster. But if your product is 

basic, then you can use demographic segmentation as the base, and expand much faster in 

surrounding regions. So this step involves deciding on ALL the different types of segmentation 

that you can use. 

Attractiveness of the firm also depends on the competition available in the segment. If the 

competition is too much in a given segment, then it does not make sense to take that segment 

into consideration. In fact, that segment is not attractive at all. 

Taking the above example of an Italian restaurant, the restaurant owner realizes that he has 

more middle aged people and youngsters in his vicinity. So it is better to market his store on 

weekends and malls where this target group is likely to go. The middle aged people can bring 

children and elders as per their convenience. So the 1st target is the middle aged group, and 

the 2nd target is youngsters. He is using a combination of demographic and geographic 

segmentation to target middle aged people in his region. 

4) Is the segment giving profit  

So, now you have different types of segmentation being analysed for their attractiveness. 

Which segment do you think will give you the maximum crowd has been decided in the 3rd 

step. But which of those segments is most profitable is a decision to be taken in the 4th step. 

This is also one more targeting step in the process of segmentation. 

Example – The Italian restaurant owner above decides that he is getting fantastic profitability 

from the middle aged group, but he is getting poor profitability from youngsters. Youngsters 

like fast food and they like socializing. So they order very less, and spend a lot of time at the 

table, thereby reducing the profitability.  

5) Positioning for the segment  

Once you have identified the most profitable segments via the steps of market segmentation, 

then you need to position your product in the mind of the consumers.  

If the firm wants a customer to buy their product, what is the value being provided to the 

customer, and in his mindset, where does the customer place the brand after purchasing the 

product? What was the value of the product to the customer and how valuable does he think 

the brand is – that is the work of positioning. And to complete the process of segmentation, 

you need to position your product in the mind of your segments. 
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Example – In the above case we saw that the Italian restaurant owner was finding youngsters 

unprofitable. He starts a fast food chain right next to the Italian restaurant. What happens is, 

although the area has other fast food restaurants, his restaurant is the only one which offers 

good Italian cuisine and a good fast food restaurant next door itself. So both, the middle aged 

target group and the youngsters can enjoy. He has converted the profit earned from the middle 

aged group, into more profit, and has achieved top of the mind positioning for all people in his 

region. 

6) Expanding the segment  

All segments need to be scalable. So, if you have found a segment, that segment should be such 

that the business is able to expand with the type of segmentation chosen. If the segment is very 

niche, then the business will run out of its course in due time. Hence the expansion of the 

segment is the second last step of market segmentation. 

In the above example, the Italian restaurant owner has the best process in his hand – an Italian 

restaurant combined with a fast food chain. He was using both Demographic and geographic 

segmentation. Now he starts looking at other geographic segments in other regions where he 

can establish the same concept and expand his business. Naturally, with more expansion he will 

earn more profits. 

7) Incorporating the segmentation into your marketing strategy  

Once you have found a segment which is profitable and expandable, you need to incorporate 

that segment in your marketing strategy.  

 

Selecting customer portfolio 

 
A customer portfolio comprises the various groups that make up the customer base of a 

business. For example, Coca-Cola's customer portfolio consists of restaurants, grocery stores, 

amusement parks and sports arenas. 

 

Customer portfolio is a tool used mainly by B2B companies to help organize and develop a 

valuable communication/relationship with customers. It's usually associated with some kind of 

technology, such as an ERP, CRM or a database that stores all of the information below: 

 Name of the company; 

 Contacts and associates; 

 Business and segment; 

 Products or services acquired; 

 Billing information, as well as average ticket and total revenue. 
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Divide customer portfolio 

 Revenue: Identify which are your most profitable clients, in order to build strategies 

focused on dedicating more attention to them. Banks, SaaS and all sorts of companies 

do this and it's ok. This doesn't mean that you'll ignore the rest of your customer 

portfolio, but you can have a more personal relationship in order to keep these 

accounts, the ones that will most likely bring in the bulk of your capital. 

 

 Geography: The company might have customers spread out all over the state, the 

country or the world - that's why it's important to separate them according to 

geography as well.  

 

 Segment: Grouping clients according to their segment is also a good idea to always get 

the best out of it. It allows you to create targeted actions based on the current state and 

evolution of that specific market segment.  

 

 Type of relationship: The customer portfolio should have not only paying customers 

with one profile, but a variety of partnerships, from national accounts to target 

segments. And don't forget about partners and other channels, which might be useful to 

bring in new clients. 

A customer portfolio is a segmented list of the various groups that do business with you. Think 

of it like a financial portfolio. An individual might have a grouping of all their financial assets, 

broken down into various categories such as stocks, bonds, student loans, mortgage and car 

payments. This portfolio helps them to get the big picture about their financial situation. 

Similarly, a customer portfolio can help a business get the big picture about its customer base.  

For example, a dry cleaning business might have a customer portfolio with the following 

groups:  

Customer Groups 

Individuals/Walk-in customers 

Big Corporations 

Public Schools 

Restaurants 

Hotels 

https://pipz.com/blog/build-great-referral-program/
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The Coca-Cola brand, for instance, details some of its customer portfolio on its website, 

referring to its partnerships with ''large international chains of retailers and restaurants and 

small independent businesses.'' By understanding who its customers are, Coca-Cola is able to 

do just about everything better: marketing, support services, improving sales, anticipating 

needs and creating business solutions.  

Process of building customer portfolio management 

1. Select target customer base – Select the target market eg. yongesters 

2. Find relevant buyers – Focus on the customers which provide maximum profit 

3. Interact with these buyers – Interact with the customers which provide maximum 

revenue. 

 

Creating valued relationship with customer 
 

To create customer relationships, and keep them strong, you must do all you can to engage 

customers. Here are five ways to build customer relationships and keep them coming back. 

1. Communicate. 

As a key to any good relationship, communication is an essential way to build customer 

relationships. Promoting your business and listening to your customers are equally important. 

Rather than just telling customers about your business, have conversations with them. Find out 

what your customers need, then show them that you have a solution to their problem. 

If you have employees, teach them how to effectively communicate with customers. Instead of 

waiting for customer service to become a problem, foster communication skills with customers 

while onboarding new employees. Maintain an employee policy, requiring timely follow-up, to 

make sure the customer’s needs are met. Make sure your staff returns voicemail messages and 

emails promptly. 

2. Exceed expectations. 

Your customers expect great products or services from you. You should continue to raise the 

bar on what your company offers. 

To put it simply, under promise, and over deliver. When you impress customers, they keep 

coming back. 

https://www.patriotsoftware.com/payroll/training/blog/successfully-onboarding-new-employees/


To exceed customer expectations, you can deliver a product or service faster than anticipated. 

When you deliver earlier than expected, the customer will be happy about the surprise. For 

example, tell a customer their order will be ready by the end of the month, knowing you will 

have it ready a week earlier. 

3. Ask for feedback. 

Whether customers have a good or bad opinion about your business, they will make their 

feelings known. Invite customer feedback to show you are listening. Place comment cards on 

your business counter, or conduct a survey. 

Customer feedback helps you hone your customers’ specific needs so you can find the best 

solutions to their problems. The better your offering meets their needs, the more your business 

will grow. 

Always listen carefully to comments and respond promptly, whether it’s a compliment or a 

complaint. The worst thing you can do is ask for feedback then not address concerns. Even 

negative feedback is valuable and can give you an honest gauge of customer satisfaction. 

4. Connect. 

With technology, there are more ways to begin conversations with your customers than ever 

before. There are many online tools and social media outlets you can use to reach customers. 

When you engage with customers online, be careful not to create a one-way conversation. Ask 

customers questions, and respond to their inquiries. 

Also, make sure your website is top-notch, and start a blog to engage your customers and 

prospects. Build customer relationships through your online presence. 

5. Show appreciation. 

Reward long-time customers with a loyalty discount program. You can hand out reward cards, 

or use a loyalty program app to track customer rewards. 

With a loyalty program, customers earn points for buying your goods or services. After earning 

a certain number of points, the customer gets a reward. For example, you could reward a 

customer with a discount on their next purchase. 

6. Handle customer complaints well 

A customer complaint presents an opportunity for you to turn a poor customer experience into 

a positive one. By handling customer complaints well, you’re more likely to encourage these 
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customers to return to your business and prevent negative word of mouth. You might also turn 

them into long term loyal customers. Ensure your employees are adequately trained in 

customer service, particularly handling customer complaints and dispute resolution. Having this 

process documented in internal policies and procedures can ensure that customer complaints 

are dealt with correctly and consistently.  

Remember, customer complaints can be a valuable source of feedback for your business, so 

you may wish to keep a record of complaints to help you find areas needing improvement. 

7. Measure your customer service levels 

Whilst you may feel that your business is delivering good customer service and providing a 

consistently high quality experience, your customers may not agree.  

Measuring your customer satisfaction levels is important for ensuring that you’re meeting your 

customers’ needs. There are several ways to measure your customer service so that you get 

a good idea of where your business is at in the eyes of your customers. Measuring your 

customer satisfaction can also provide you with ideas and suggestions for where your 

business can improve. 

There are several ways that you can measure your customer service levels. Try using several 

methods, such as: 

 Asking customers after a sale or service experience what their thoughts or opinions are 

on your business.  

 Place customer surveys in store or provide a questionnaires or feedback form online.  

 Hire secret/mystery shoppers to try your service and gain feedback.  

 Reading online review websites or forums.  

 Observing interactions between employees and customers to ensure your employees 

are providing good service.  

 

Customer loyalty 
 

Definition of customer loyalty 

Customer loyalty can be said to have occurred if people choose to use a particular shop or buy 

one particular product, rather than use other shops or buy products made by other companies.  

Customers exhibit customer loyalty when they consistently purchase a certain product or brand 

over an extended period of time. As an example, many customers stick to a certain travel 

operator due to the positive experiences they have had with their products and services. 



Customer loyalty is the key objective of customer relationship management and describes the 

loyalty which is established between a customer and companies, persons, products or brands. 

The individual market segments should be targeted in terms of developing customer loyalty. 

Four different reasons for loyalty should be promoted: 

 psychological;  

 economic;  

 technical/functional;  

 contractual.  

Example 

Psychological 

Customers might also develop a sense of loyalty to a certain person working for a company.  

People can build up a good relationship with a bank advisor they have known for several years 

and who has always fulfilled their expectations.  The fact that people develop a sense of loyalty 

can be described as a psychological reason to stick to a specific product. 

Economic 

In business-to-business markets, it might also be possible that customer loyalty results from the 

fact that switching to another company would lead to the company facing economic 

disadvantages. In this case, loyalty is based on economic grounds. 

 

Technical/ functional 

Furthermore, it might be possible that a company adjusted and adapted its technical 

procedures to a particular supplier and a change would cause immense technical problems, 

thus, technical or functional reasons are the grounds for customer loyalty. 

 

Contractual 

A contractual reason for loyalty exists if a customer is bound to the company for a certain 

period of time due to a contractual agreement and for legal reasons. [1] 

Loyalty is an old-fashioned word traditionally used to describe fidelity and enthusiastic devotion 

to a country, a cause, or an individual. It has also been used in a business context, to describe a 

customer’s willingness to continue patronising a firm over the long term, preferably on an 

exclusive basis, and recommending the firm’s products to friends and associates (Lovelock and 

Wirtz 2011). 

Customer loyalty is widely seen as a key determinant of a firm’s profitability. 



We can differentiate between behavioural and attitudinal loyalty, also referred to as share-of-

wallet and share-of-heart respectively.  Behavioural loyalty refers to customers buying 

exclusively or mostly only one brand, whereas attitudinal loyalty is all about having an 

emotional attachment to a brand, liking it more than others, and even loving it. These two 

types of loyalty are independent, for example, one can give a 100 percent share-of-wallet to a 

bus company that passes one’s home to work, but would still be deeply unhappy with that 

organisation’s service and be ready to switch as soon as a viable alternative is on offer. 

True loyalty requires both share-of-wallet and share-of-heart so that customers continue 

buying even when situational factors may make a repeat purchase difficult, such as stock 

outage or alternative providers trying to persuade customers to switch using promotional 

offers. 

However, attitudinal loyalty in itself is not a guarantee of profitability and firms need to be 

efficient in translating these attitudes and loyalty intentions into actual loyalty behaviours.  

This includes: 

 increased share-of-wallet such as encouraging a customer to buy more from a brand, 

and less from its competitors which results in selling more units to a customer;  

 up-selling to higher level products, meaning selling more expensive, higher value 

products, which results in the higher revenue from the customer for a constant number 

of products sold;  

 cross-selling of products the customers currently does not buy, this means in addition to 

the products a customer already buys, a company sells different products to that 

customer;  

 referrals such as customer gives positive word-of-mouth and recommendations to buy 

the firm’s products to friends and associates that lead to sales.  

Example 

Many Apple customers show absolute loyalty to Apple and even dislike competing products. 

Apple fans identify with its trendy brand and love its integrated and smart solutions, sleek 

design and excellent product quality. These customers seem to increasingly live in an “Apple-

world”, where they tightly integrate the use of several Apple products such as their MacBook, 

iPod, iPhone and iPad).  They frequently download and buy software, apps, songs and ebooks 

from Apple’s Store and iTunes. 

These customers have a deeply held commitment to re-buy and re-patronise Apple products 

and services consistently in the future, against all odds and at all costs despite strong marketing 

efforts of competitors (adapted from a definition of customer loyalty from Oliver 1997). [2] 



Example 

A typical example of customer loyalty is Starbucks. The company has managed not only to 

retain its customers but also to expand its customer base through exemplary loyalty programs. 

Capitalizing on the fact that it has created a successful, recognizable brand worldwide, 

Starbucks seeks to enhance the customer experience every time, every time, at the same rate 

of success. On top of that, the company offers the My Starbucks Rewards customer loyalty 

program. 

Starbucks’ loyalty program features a mobile app that allows customers to pay their coffee with 

built-in payments. In that way, customers can pay for their coffee easily and swiftly while 

reducing the use of credit cards. In turn, Starbucks compensates them with loyalty points and 

discounts. 

In fact, customer loyalty is built from the company to the customer. The more satisfied the 

customer, the more like to do repeat business with a firm. Then, customer loyalty encourages 

customers to shop particular brands regularly, to spend more money, to advertise the brand 

with a mouth-to-mouth advertising and to have a positive shopping experience. 

Service encounter 

 Service encounter: A period of time during which customers interact directly with a 

service 

 Moments of truth: Defining points in service delivery where customers interact with 

employees or equipment  

 Critical incidents: specific encounters that result in especially satisfying/dissatisfying 

outcomes for either  customers or service employees 

 Service success often rests on performance of junior contact personnel 

 Must train, coach, role model desired behavior 

 Thoughtless or badly behaved customers can cause problems for service personnel (and 

other customers) 

From the customer’s point of view, the most vivid impression of service occurs in the service 

encounters or “Moment Of Truth,” when the customer interacts with the service firm. This is 

the foundation to “Satisfaction of Service Quality” – it is where the promises are kept or 

broken. Most services are results of social acts, which take place in direct contact between the 

customer and the service provider. At this stage the customer realizes the perceived service 

quality. A situation or episode in which the customer in the form of human being or machine 

comes into contact with any aspect of the organization through employee or machine to 
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experience the service and perceive the quality of service within service scape or virtual contact  

It is also known as moment of truth. 

Encounter Cascade 

The encounter cascade refers to a series of encounters right from the time a customer comes to 

take the service. The encounter cascade can be important as any encounter can be critical, as it 

determines customer satisfaction and loyalty. If it’s the first interaction of the customer then 

the initial interaction will be the first impression. So, these interactions have to be given 

importance, as they are critical and influences customer’s perception of the organization. For 

example, a customer calling for the repair service may switch to some other company if he is 

put on hold for a long time or even treated rudely. Even if the technical quality of that firm is 

superior, the firm may not get a chance to prove themselves in front of the customer. When 

the customer has had many interactions with firm, each encounter will be important as it will 

create a combined image of that firm. Many positive experiences will give an image of “high 

quality” and many negative experiences will represent a bad image. Combination of positive 

and negative interactions will leave the customer confused about the quality. 

It is suggested that not all encounters are equally important in building long-term relations. For 

every organization, certain encounters can act as a key to customer satisfaction. For example, in 

a hospital context, a study of patients revealed that encounters with the nursing staff were 

more important in predicting the customer satisfaction. As it is rightly said “one bad apple can 

ruin the whole basket of apples.” The same applies in this too; one negative encounter can 

drive the customer away, no matter how many encounters had taken place in the past. So a 

firm has to give a lot of importance to such encounters. 

However some encounters are more critical. For example, a customer who has been using a 

bank for nearly 15 years is quite happy with the service. He has a huge deposit and many 

accounts. One fine morning, when he comes out of the bank the watch man asks 5$ for parking 

charges of his car. He goes inside the bank and informs the clerk at the counter, who directs 

him to the officer. The officer directs him to the Manager, who says he is helpless as this is a 

new policy of the bank. The customer who was so happy with the bank services decides to close 

all his accounts. 

Types of Service Encounters 

A service encounter occurs every time a customer interacts with the service organization. There 

are three general types of service encounters – remote encounters, phone encounters, and 

face-to-face encounters. A customer may experience any of these types of service encounters, 

or a combination of all three in his/her relations with a service firm. 

1. Remote Encounter: Encounter can occur without any direct human contact is called as 

Remote Encounters. Such as, when a customer interacts with a bank through the ATM 

system,  or with a mail-order service through automated dial-in ordering. Remote 
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encounters also occur when the firm sends its billing statements or communicates 

others types of information to customers by mail.  Although there is no direct human 

contact in these remote encounters, each represents an opportunity for a firm to 

reinforce or establish perceptions in the customer. In remote encounter the tangible 

evidence of the service and the quality of the technical process and system become the 

primary bases for judging quality. Services are being delivered through technology, 

particularly with the advent of Internet applications. Retail purchases, airline ticketing, 

repair and maintenance troubleshooting, and package and shipment tracking are just a 

few examples of services available via the Internet. All of these types of service 

encounters can be considered remote encounters. 

2. Phone Encounters:- In many organizations, the most frequent type of encounter 

between a customer and the firm occurs over the telephone is called as phone 

encounter. Almost all firms (whether goods manufacturers or service businesses) rely on 

phone encounters in the form of customer-service, general inquiry, or order-taking 

functions. The judgment of quality in phone encounters is different from remote 

encounters because there is greater potential variability in the interaction. Tone of 

voice, employee knowledge, and effectiveness/efficiency in handling customer issues 

become important criteria for judging quality in these encounters. 

3. Face-to-Face Encounters: A third type of encounter is the one that occurs between an 

employee and a customer in direct contact is called as Face-to-Face Encounter. In a 

hotel, face–to–face encounters occurs between customers and maintenance personnel, 

receptionist, bellboy, food and beverage servers and others. Determining and 

understanding service equality issues in face–to–face context is the most complex of all. 

Both verbal and non-verbal behaviors are important determinants of quality, as are 

tangible cues such as employee dress and other symbols of service (equipment’s, 

informational brochures, physical settings). In face–to–face encounters the customer 

also play an important role in creating quality service for herself through his/her own 

behavior during the interaction. For example, at Disney theme parks, face-to-face 

encounters occur between customer and ticket-takers, maintenance personnel, actors 

in Disney character costumes, ride personnel, food and beverage servers, and others. 

For a company such as, IBM, in a business-to-business setting direct encounters occur 

between the business customers and salespeople, delivery personnel, maintenance 

representatives, and professional consultants. 

Measuring customer satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is difficult to measure due to several reasons. Counting on customer 

satisfaction owing to their feedback is not the case because most people prefer keeping quiet 

when satisfied.Some people see no need of contacting the service provider while others seek to 

pass their complaints. Requirements for customer satisfaction are not only unique but difficult 

to quantify. Setting standards and improving employee relationships with customers is central 

strategy of measuring customer satisfaction and ensuring that success is determined. 
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Ways of measuring customer satisfaction include: 

Survey customers 

Surveying customers is the only probable way of getting customer feedback unless they contact 

you. Most people are busy and have no time to pass redress.You can provide survey through 

several ways such as emails and use of phone calls.To get credible feedback you need to allow 

customers to answer questions on weighted scale.You can conduct repeated surveys, over 

time, to measure changing comments from customers. The types of survey are 

 In-App Surveys 

 Post-Service Surveys 

 Long Email Surveys 

Understand expectations 

Understanding what customers expect from you will provide ground to satisfy their 

expectations by giving them enjoyable service.Making an effort to discover what customers 

expect from you in terms of service and products is the way to satisfying their needs. 

Find out where you are failing 

On situations where you are not fulfilling customer requirements, it is credible to find out 

where you are failing.Find out if employees are making promises that cannot be met. Know the 

chain of communication so as to know where communication faults are and foster 

amendments. 

Pinpoint specifics 

Whether a customer is satisfied or not, you need to collect information to help you assess the 

situation. Collect information about what customers purchased, what they liked and they did not 

like, their actual purchase expectation and their suggestions for improvement.  

Assess the competition 

Have the initiative to know why customers consider other brands above yours. Through the 

survey, invite customers to come and compare and contrast your services and products and make 

judgment on what you are not offering.  

Try to measure the emotional aspect 

Customer experiences after buying a given product are attributed to quality.Feedback from 

customers in relation to quality, reliability and extent satisfaction should be matched. 

Comments customers make are a measure of their satisfaction.Customers showing 

dissatisfaction prompts change of strategy. 



Loyalty measurement 

Customer loyalty is the likelihood of repurchasing products or services.Customer satisfaction is 

a major predictor for repurchasing and it is influenced by explicit performance of the product, 

value and quality.Loyalty is basically measured when a customer recommends to a friend, 

family member about given product.Overall satisfaction, repurchasing and likelihood of 

recommending to a friend are indicators of customer satisfaction. 

A series of attribute satisfaction measurement 

This strategy takes into account the affective and cognitive pattern. 

Affective behavior is intrigued to liking and disliking owing the benefits the product is attached 

with. Customer satisfaction is influenced by perceived quality the product is attached with and 

it is regulated by expectations of the product or service. Customer attitude towards a product 

are as a result of product information through advertisement and any experience with the 

product whether perceived or real. Cognition is the judgment on whether the product is useful 

or not useful. Judgment is always intended use of application and use of occasions for which 

the product is purchased.   

Intentions to repurchase 

Future hypothetical behavior that indicates repurchasing the product is a measure of 

satisfaction. Satisfaction can influence other post purchasing trend through use of the word of 

mouth or social media platform.  

Monitoring 

Monitoring can be directed at phone, email and chat communications. Monitoring includes 

automated phone interactions designed by companies to help give real world glimpse. 

Feedback cards 

Dishing out cards will help gauge customer comments. 

Metrics most utilized when it comes to measuring customer satisfaction. 

Customer Satisfaction Score 

The customer satisfaction score, or CSAT, is a time-tested metric. It targets the customer with 

variations of a very basic question: “how would you rate your experience interacting with our 

sales/customer service/support department?” 



The scale typically ranges so: very unsatisfactory / unsatisfactory / neutral / satisfactory / very 

satisfactory. The more respondents give a positive answer, the higher your score. 

Customer Effort Score (CES) 

Customer Effort Score (CES) is very similar, but instead of asking how satisfied the customer 

was, you ask them to gauge the ease of their experience. 

Net Promoter Score 

The Net Promoter Score was introduced to account for the lack of predictive power of the CSAT 

when in comes to customer loyalty. It begs the following question: “on a scale of 1 to 10, how 

likely are you to recommend our product/service to a friend?” 

SERVQUAL 

SERVQUAL is a multidimensional research instrument (i.e. questionnaire or measurement scale) 

designed to measure service quality by capturing respondents’ expectations and perceptions 

along the five dimensions of service quality. The questionnaire consists of matched pairs of 

items; 22 expectation items and 22 perceptions items, organised into five dimensions which are 

believed to align with the consumer's mental map of service quality dimensions. Both the 

expectations component and the perceptions component of the questionnaire consist a total of 

22 items, comprising 4 items to capture tangibles, 5 items to capture reliability, 4 items for 

responsiveness, 4 items for assurance and 5 items to capture empathy. The questionnaire is 

designed to be administered in a face-to-face interview and requires a moderate to large size 

sample for statistical reliability. In practice, it is customary to add additional items such as the 

respondent's demographics, prior experience with the brand or category and behavioural 

intentions (intention to revisit/ repurchase, loyalty intentions and propensity to give word-of-

mouth referrals). 

SERVQUAL’s Five Dimensions 

As later suggested by the original developers of the SERVQUAL model, the easy way to recall 

the five dimensions are by using the letters of RATER, as follows: 

 R = Reliability 

 A= Assurance 

 T = Tangibles 

 E = Empathy 

 R = Responsiveness 

 Tangibles refers to physical facilities, equipment and appearance of personnel 

 Reliability is the firm’s ability to perform the promise service accurately and dependably 

 Responsiveness is the firm’s willingness to help customer and provide prompt service 



 Assurance is knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire trust and 

confidence 

  Empathy is caring and individualized attention paid to customers 

Tangibles 

(X1) Convenient to Inpatient unit location 

(X2) Cleanliness, tidiness and comfort of the bedroom 

(X3) lighting and bedroom ventilation 

(X4) completeness of bedroom facilities 

(X5) Cleanliness of the bathroom and availability of clean water 

(X6) The availability of medication required by the patient 

(X7) Completeness, readiness and cleanliness of medical devices used 

(X8) Neatness and cleanliness of the appearance of doctors and nurses 

(X9) Taste and variety of food menu served 

Reliability 

(X10) Fast, accurate examination, treatment and treatment services 

(X11) The patient's examination schedule is performed appropriately 

(X12) The service procedure is not complicated 

(X13) easy to contact the hospital staff 

Responsiveness 

(X14) The nurse's alertness when the patient needs help 

(X15) The ability of doctors and nurses to resolve patient complaints 

(X16) Doctors and nurses provide a clear and understandable information 

Assurance 

(X17) Attention to patients who need service 

(X18) The availability of doctors and nurses at the time of patient need 

(X19) The ability of doctors to analyze the disease 

(X20) The accuracy of the medical team handles the patient 

Empathy 

(X21) Patience of nurses in caring for patients 

(X22) Courtesy and hospitality of nurses and doctors 

(X23) patient easy complaint submission 

(X24) The ability of doctors and nurses to provide moral support to patients 

(X25) Service to all patients regardless of social status 

5 gaps in servqual 

Both the communication between the customer and the service-providing organisation, as well 

as the organisation’s internal communication, are of vital importance for the level of quality of 

the service. It is good when organisations know the expectancy pattern of their customers. 

Therefore, the SERVQUAL Model identifies five gaps that can arise between the customer’s 

needs and the service that a company offers. 



1. Knowledge gap 

A gap arises when an organisation’s knowledge of customer expectations is lacking, preventing 

them from approaching consumers in the right way. There are a number of reasons this could 

happen, including: 

 Lack of management and customer interaction. 

 Lack of communication between service employees and management. 

 Insufficient market research. 

 Insufficient relationship focus. 

 Failure to listen to customer complaints. 

2. Standards gap 

The organisation has already formed its own idea about what the customer expects from their 

service. If this idea is wrong from the start and does not correspond to what customers actually 

expect, there is a significant risk that the organisation will translate it wrongly into a quality 

policy and corresponding rules. The policy gap is the difference between management’s 

understanding of the customer needs and the translation of that understanding into service 

delivery policies and standards. 

  

There are a number of reasons why this gap can occur: 

 Lack of customer service standards. 

 Poorly defined service levels. 

 Failure to regularly update service level standards. 

3. Delivery gap 

A gap can also occur when the organisation offers service that is different from what the 

consumer had expected. This gap can occur for a number of reasons: 

 Deficiencies in human resources policies. 

 Failure to match supply to demand. 

 Employee lack of knowledge of the product. 

 Lack of cohesive teamwork to deliver the product or service. 

4. Communications gap 

Sometimes, the external (marketing) communication that the organisation sends out, can 

create the wrong expectations among customers. It also happens that the organisation 

communicates and promises things that are not in line with what they can actually deliver. 

there are a number of reasons why this can happen: 

 Overpromising. 



 Viewing external communications as separate to what’s going on internally. 

 Insufficient communications between the operations and advertising teams. 

5. Satisfaction gap 

Dissatisfaction results from a (significant) difference between the service a customer expects 

and the service they actually experience. Eventually, this will lead to the biggest gap in the 

experience of quality. 

 

Handling complaints 

When a customer feels strongly enough that his or her expectations have not been met, he or 

she may make a complaint. Complaints happen every day. When a customer complains, it is 

usually for a good reason or genuine concern. They usually have made a purchase that did not 

meet their expectation—a product, service, or maybe a combination of the two. In the 

customer service industry, we cannot avoid complaints. We must take care of the customer by 

listening to the complaint, and resolving it, to ensure a happy customer. 

Fewer than half of unhappy customers will bring a complaint to your attention. Those who 

never say anything will tell an average of 11 other people about their bad experience. It is 

important that we recognize complaints as opportunities, so we can sway these averages, one 

resolved complaint at a time. Customers want to know someone is listening and they are 

understood, and they are hoping you are willing to take care of the problem to their satisfaction 

 Strategies of handling complaints 

1. Stay calm 

2. Listen properly 

3. Acknowledge the problem 

4. Get the facts 

5. Offer a solution 

6. Follow up 

7. Train the staff in handling complaints 

8. Learn from every complaint 

9. Thank the customer for complaining 

10. Keep your promises 

11. Act quickly 

12. Ask acceptable solution from customer 

13. Set an example by providing best solution 

 



Service recovery and failure 

Service recovery involves the action a service provider take in response to a service failure. 

These actions are taken to resolve problems, alter the negative attitude of dissatisfied customer 

and to ultimately retain the customer. Service recovery is a company's resolution of a problem 

from a dissatisfied customer, converting them into a loyal customer. Service recovery differs 

from complaint management in its focus on service failures and the company’s immediate 

reaction to it. However, since most dissatisfied customers are reluctant to complain, service 

recovery attempts to solve problems at the service encounter before customers complain or 

before they leave the service encounter dissatisfied. Both complaint management and service 

recovery are considered as customer retention strategies. 

Today businesses all over the world use social media to grow and improve their services. When 

Samsung’s Galaxy Note smartphones caught fire, they explained the problem on all social 

platforms. They apologized, and they replaced the phones. Failures can go viral in a matter of a 

few hours leading to criticism and a negative image of the company. 

For example, a hotel customer who arrives & finds there is no room available. In an effort to 

recover, the front-desk person immediately upgrades this guest to a better room at the same 

price. The customer is so thrilled with this compensation that he is extremely satisfied with this 

experience, is even more impressed with the hotel than he was never before, and vows to be 

loyal into future. 

4 steps of service recovery 

1. Apologize and Ask for Forgiveness: 

2. Go Over the Complaint with Your Customer 

3. Fix the Problem and Then Follow Up 

4. Document the Problem in Detail: 

Service failure - Service failure refers to not being able to perform the service that a company 

has promised, and service recovery refers to compensating and recovering the damage that has 

been done. Typically, when a service failure occurs, a customer will expect to be compensated 

for the inconvenience in the form of any combination of refunds, credits, discounts, or 

apologies. Service failure is the opposite of customer satisfaction. Service failure can range from 

bad quality to rude behavior to late delivery. These examples all result in the customer not 

receiving the performance that they were promised. 

Technology failure – A service cannot be performed e.g website is down or not working 

properly. 

Process failure – Incorrect service fulfillment. E.g.Item ordered from internet are never 

received 
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Poor design – E.g website difficult to navigate 

Customer driven failure – It occurs as a result of customer mistake. E.g. not being able to 

remember the password to access the service.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit 3 service Marketing 

Positioning a service in the market 

Service positioning is the unique identity of a service in a competitive market. A valuable 

position serves customer needs and stands out from the competition in a way that has meaning 

to customers. Positioning refers to the place that a brand occupies in the minds of the 

customers and how it is distinguished from the products of the competitors. 

 

Positioning of Services in Service Marketing 

The concept of positioning involves establishing a distinctive place in the minds of target 

customers relative to competing products. In The New Positioning: The Latest on the World's #1 

Business Strategy, Jack Trout distills the essence of positioning into the following four 

principles: 

1. A company must establish a position in the minds of its targeted customers. 

2. The position should be singular, providing one simple and consistent message. 

3. The position must set a company apart from its competitors. 

4. A company cannot be all things to all people it must focus its efforts. 

The following are illustrative examples of service positioning. 

Convenience 

Making things easy for the customer. For example, the delivery service that keeps trying to 

deliver until they find that you're home. 

Capabilities 

Unique capabilities such as the consulting service that offers rare and in-demand skills. 

Functions & Features 

Allowing customers to accomplish goals in a way that competitors can't match. For example, 

the airline with the most direct flights to Asian cities from Germany. 

Customer Service 

More friendly and diligent customer service such as the telecom company that is pleasing to do 

business with. 

Variety 

https://simplicable.com/new/services
https://simplicable.com/new/competitive-market
https://simplicable.com/new/customer-needs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brand
https://simplicable.com/new/customer-convenience
https://simplicable.com/new/business-capability
https://simplicable.com/new/business-capability
https://simplicable.com/new/function-vs-feature
https://simplicable.com/new/customer-service
https://simplicable.com/new/service-variety


Offering more choice such as the streaming media service with the most content. 

Quality 

A quality-based service position such as the media service with the best original content. 

Value 

A good price relative to everything the service offers. For example, the insurance coverage that 

always has the lowest price. 

Reliability 

A reliable service such as the airline that is always on time. 

Safety 

A safe service such as the airline with the best safety record that always puts safety first in 

everything they do. 

Performance 

Performance such as the fastest delivery service. 

Demographics 

Services that satisfy the customer needs of a particular demographic such as a family friendly 

hotel that offers special rooms for families with young children. 

Tailoring 

Tailoring the service to the customer such as the luxury hotel that goes out of its way to 

configure rooms and services to customer preferences. 

Sensory 

Positioning related to taste, smell, touch, sound and visual appeal. For example, the restaurant 

with the best tasting ice cream. 

Usability 

The most usable service such as the car navigation system that works as customers expect. 

Authenticity 

https://simplicable.com/new/quality
https://simplicable.com/new/customer-needs
https://simplicable.com/new/customer-preferences
https://simplicable.com/new/sensory-design
https://simplicable.com/new/usability
https://simplicable.com/new/principle-of-least-astonishment


A service that is the real thing. For example, the most authentic sushi in Austin Texas. 

Customer Experience 

An overall experience such as a happy theme park. 

Peak Experiences 

A service that offers peak experiences that feel like an accomplishment such as the travel 

service that offers adventure and personal enrichment. 

Benefits 

Offering the customer direct or indirect rewards. For example, a professional certification 

service that tends to boost an employee's long term salary. 

Reputation 

A service with a unique reputation on the market such as an investment bank with a track 

record of successful IPOs. 

Legacy 

A unique position based on the history of your firm such as a bank that is hundreds of years old 

that positions itself as time-tested, established and reliable. 

Knowledge 

Positioning a service as having superior knowledge such as an investment advisor who is well 

connected. 

Status 

Social status such as a night club in where you're likely to run into celebrities. 

Values 

Values such as the insurance company that cares about people with special services to help 

clients who experience losses. 

Gratitude 

A service that appreciates the customer's business. For example, the bar that remembers your 

name and favorite beverage. 

https://simplicable.com/new/customer-experience
https://simplicable.com/new/peak-experiences
https://simplicable.com/new/peak-experiences
https://simplicable.com/new/knowledge
https://simplicable.com/new/knowledge


Culture 

A service that exemplifies a culture or subculture. For example, the restaurant chain that feels 

like Texas. 

Lifestyle 

A service that exemplifies a lifestyle such as a restaurant that offers a slow food experience. 

 

Value addition to a service product 

Value added describes the enhancement a company gives its product or service before offering 

the product to customers. Value-added applies to instances where a firm takes a product that 

may be considered a homogeneous product, with few differences (if any) from that of a 

competitor, and provides potential customers with a feature or add-on that gives it a greater 

perception of value. 

Value Added in Marketing  

Companies that build strong brands add value just by adding their logo to a product. Nike Inc. 

can sell shoes at a much higher price than some competitors, even though their production 

costs are similar. The Nike brand, which shows up on athletic apparel and uniforms of the top 

college and professional sports teams, represents a quality enjoyed by elite athletes. 

Buyers of luxury cars from BMW and Mercedes-Benz are willing to pay a premium price for 

their vehicles because of the ongoing maintenance programs that the companies offer. 

Amazon has been at the forefront of e-customer service with its policies of issuing automatic 

refunds for poor service, free shipping, and price guarantees on pre-ordered items. Consumers 

have become so accustomed to their services that they are willing to pay annual fees for 

Amazon Prime memberships because they value the two-day turnaround on orders. 

Characteristics of Value Added Services 

VASs share the following characteristics: 

 They add value to the core services  

 They are not basic services  

 They stand alone in terms of their profitability 

 They can stimulate increased demand for standard service(s) 

 Sometimes, they stand alone operationally  

https://simplicable.com/new/culture
https://simplicable.com/new/subcultures
https://simplicable.com/new/lifestyle-brand
https://simplicable.com/new/lifestyle-brand
https://simplicable.com/new/slow-food


 They are add-ons to the basic service(s)  

 They may provide administrative and/or operational synergy among or between other 

services 

 They are not merely used for diversification purposes  

Value addition services makes customer happy. It leads to customer satisfaction and customer 

retention. 

Ways that can add value to your product or service 

1.Providing expert advice and a tremendously high level of professionalism. Lots of consulting 

organizations, accounting firms and even medical professionals are paid a tidy sum for the level 

of advice that they provide. However, for you as a sales professional, in order for you to be able 

to provide value, what you need to do is to understand that you have to provide a level of 

advice that is significantly higher, more sophisticated and a lot more valuable than that of your 

competition. What this means is a higher level of sophistication, wisdom and understanding 

about what it is that you do. 

2.Bundling and packaging. I'm not only talking here about the way your product or service 

actually looks, I'm also talking about being able to put together desirable packages, purchasing 

levels and a series of added benefits that are significant in value and are, themselves, a whole 

lot more valuable than simply the product is by itself. 

3.Service levels. It is possible for you to differentiate yourself not only by providing a higher 

level of service but by adding different levels of service based upon someone's size, frequency 

or amount of purchase. For example, you may want to have gold or platinum or silver levels of 

service that people qualify for, are willing to pay for, and receive when they do business with 

you. 

4.Frequent buyer programs. This is tied into the concept that the more someone buys from 

you the more valuable service, pricing, benefits and related items they receive. It is somewhat 

like frequent flyer miles with an airline. I know people who actually fly thousands of miles out 

of their way to stay on one particular airline only because they want to build up the miles! 

5.Transition and education. As new customers come on stream with your organization you may 

want to provide action or transition teams to help them to be better able to utilize the products 

or services that you sell them. By the same token, the more education they have related to 

those products or services the more capable they'll be at utilizing them. 

6.Recognition and reward levels. This is somewhat different from frequent buyer programs in 

that with this particular concept behind value-added you actually provide recognition to clients 

or customers based upon their ability to utilize your product or service, maximize its potential, 

buy certain levels from you, etc. What this means is that they themselves are recognized for 

being outstanding customers. Several years ago we included a Hall of Fame in our newsletter 



and we had lots of clients very interested in appearing and becoming a part of our Hall of Fame. 

It's a fantastic way to utilize good relationships and good will. 

7.Qualitative preference. Based upon someone's level of purchase, involvement or interaction, 

you provide higher quality of products, perhaps a more sophisticated level of service, dedicated 

personnel, dedicated phone lines, fax lines, or the like, that gives them a greater opportunity to 

be treated better than the run of the mill customer happens to be. You may even be able to use 

this for introductory customers as a value-added component. 

8.Dedicated personnel. This works particularly well if you have a technical product or service or 

one that requires support. It is not difficult to understand that the more someone is familiar 

with another person's account, products, machinery, equipment or way of doing business, it is 

far easier to do business with that organization. In this scenario, you simply assign dedicated 

account people to handle your customer's accounts personally. 

9.Speed of service or delivery. One of the ways to differentiate yourself is to guarantee some 

sort of on time or faster delivery. It is very well known and accepted that on time delivery is a 

key component for charging full or maximum pricing. It is also a component as it relates to 

providing value-added services and products. 

10.Insider information. This is very common when people are selling information as it relates to 

stocks, bonds, financial information or anything related to information or time specific data. 

Utilizing this process you may want to consider a regular newsletter (electronic or printed) that 

updates customers on a regular basis as it relates to very key and important information that 

they have to have. 

11. Customer Service:- Once customers buy your product or service, it doesn’t mean you’re 

done with them. The more contact they have with you, the more likely they are to buy again. 

Offer a toll-free number, customer service email address, or chat function on your website, or 

even provide a dedicated customer service representative to your customers to make sure they 

can quickly reach you when they need help. Require your salespeople to contact your 

customers on a regular basis to see if they need help, advice or suggestions. Tell them not to 

sell during these conversations, but to demonstrate that they are true partners providing 

excellent service and support after the sale. 

12. Free Information:To help your customers improve their businesses beyond using your 

product or service, provide a newsletter that keeps them abreast of trends in your marketplace. 

As an expert in your field, your company might have valuable sales, marketing, distribution, tax, 

consumer demographic, and pricing knowledge that can benefit your customer. To offer a free 

newsletter that's exclusively for customers or clients, you can put it on a password-protected 

area of your website, or email it to them. A printed newsletter you mail stands out from the 

many electronic messages people get each day. Include advice that establishes and maintains 

your status an expert and valuable partner, such as industry tips, case studies of your 

customers’ successes, and suggestions for using your product or service in different ways. 



13. Improving customer satisfaction – To get the customer’s feedback through surveys about 

the product or service, and then continue working to enhance customer satisfaction delivered 

through the product or service. 

14. Customer experience – To provide customers with not only a satisfactory product or service 

but also with satisfactory after-sales services to create a memorable experience for the 

customer. 

15 Marketing – To implement a marketing strategy after well-informed market research about 

what customers expect and what is the best way to make the product or service available to 

customers. 

16.Offer Better Quality The second key to creating wealth is by offering better quality than 

your competitors at the same price. Quality is whatever the customer says it is.  Total quality 

management can best be defined as: “Finding out what your customer wants and giving it to 

him or her faster than your competitors.”Quality does not just mean greater durability or 

excellence in design.  Quality refers, first of all, to utility, to the use that the customer needs to 

put the product or service.  It is the customer’s specific need, or the benefit that the customer 

seeks, that defines quality in his or her mind 

17 Increase Convenience The way of increasing wealth is by increasing the convenience of 

purchasing and using your product or service.  Fast food stores by the thousands are a simple 

example of how much more people are willing to pay for convenience than they are if they 

have to drive across town to a major shopping center or a major grocery store. 

18.Offer Planned Discounts  This involves finding ways to sell higher and higher volumes of 

products and services to more and more people at lower and lower prices. 

Planning and branding service product 

Branding a service product 

A BRAND is defined by Philip Kotler as, ‘ a name, term, symbol or design or a combination of 

them which is intended to identify the goods & services of one seller or a group of sellers & to 

differentiate them from those of competitors. 

Branding a service is very different from branding a product for a variety of reasons, such as: 

 Products are made where services are delivered 

 Products are used where services are experienced 

 Products are tangible where services are emotional 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/encyclopedia/market-research


Products are impersonal physical items that can be evaluated before you buy them. Services, 

on the other hand, are very personal. Customers don’t just buy a service, they buy an 

experience. 

Services don’t even exist until we buy them. There has to be a level of trust or even a “leap of 

faith” from the customer before they will buy a service. 

What are your customers really buying with a service? 

Many service businesses think that their customers are actually buy their expertise but 

customers can’t evaluate expertise. What they’re actually buying is a relationship and only they 

can tell you if the relationship is good.  

So what can you do to better brand a service business? 

First you have to remember that marketing IS your business and that your customers will 

experience your brand at every touchpoint. You can have a great website and award-winning 

advertising but if you also have an unresponsive receptionist or sales people, everything fails. 

Every act is a marketing act 

Make sure every employee understands that everything they do is a marketing act and affects 

the perception of the brand. 

Services usually only have a few touchpoints. Some of them include: 

 Business card 

 Website, email marketing and advertising 

 Brochures, sales sheets 

 Tradeshow booths and banners 

 Reception staff 

 Sales people 

Make sure that all of them reflect how you want your brand positioned and perceived. If every 

brand touchpoint a customer could have contact with is effective and “on-brand” you’ll have a 

better chance of having a prospect make that emotional “leap of faith” and do business with 

you. 

The basics of branding products and services are similar. Branding your service-based small 

business, though, poses challenges greater than those faced by product-driven companies. 

Services are intangible and each customer experience is unique. Even a small number of bad 

customer experiences can severely damage your brand and service reputation. This is especially 

true for smaller businesses in smaller communities where word of mouth spreads more easily. 



Branding Basics 

Branding means using marketing and communication tools to create a perception of value in 

the minds of your target customers. Your company's name, logo and symbols typically serve as 

the centerpieces of branding efforts. Your goal is to create an image that resonates with 

customers when they see your company's identifying marks. Differentiating your brand as top 

quality, most innovative, best value, most wholesome or lowest cost are common objectives of 

branding. 

Services Marketing Mix 

The services marketing mix, or seven Ps of marketing, identifies people, process and physical 

evidence as three critical marketing considerations unique to service businesses. The seven Ps 

evolved from the original market mix, which includes product, place, price and promotion. The 

expanded services mix addresses important areas of concern when developing and marketing a 

service business. Realizing these unique qualities of your business can help you overcome 

challenges to service branding. 

Service Branding Challenges 

Intangibility, commoditization, complexity, inconsistency and real-time consumer interactions 

are common challenges unique to branding services, according to Taylor Bryant of the Mullen 

full-service ad agency in his article "Marketing service brands: the toughest branding challenge 

today?" Intangible solutions are harder to brand because each experience is a unique 

encounter between employee and customer. Commoditization refers to the difficulty in 

establishing uniqueness because technology has made it easier for competitors to copy your 

successes. Services often address complex, multiple need-buying situations. Inconsistency in 

the service process is inherent because people delivering services are unique. Branding through 

traditional marketing is either supported or countered by real-time consumer experiences and 

the word-of-mouth messages they carry. 

Applying Service Elements 

Given the branding challenges your service business faces, incorporating proactive strategies 

related to the unique elements in the service marketing mix is a good strategy. You hire top 

quality people, train them for consistent, quality service, and promote the value of your people. 

Emphasize the aspects of your service process that benefits your customers. McDonald's 

leverages its highly efficiency fast-food processes in its branding. Provide physical evidence to 

validate your brand. Many service companies do this through testimonials. You also provide 

proof of your service brand with consistent delivery to customers. 

Advantages of branding services:  

Advantages of branding services It provides corporate identity in recognition. It offers a 

powerful tool for relationship building. It helps to create an image of quality& consistency. It 



reduces price comparison. It keeps the current customer satisfied by developing in sustaining a 

unique service advantage. It encourages repeat usage using sales promotion. It support 

positioning strategy. New service offers get quick response. Market penetration become easy. 

It helps the customers to develop value perceptions. 

What are branding services? 

Whether you are deciding on a name for a new product, service or a logo, you need to create a 

differentiator from your competitors. You need more than just a name, form and typography.  

Branding services include: 

 Business, product or service name selection 

 Developing a brand identity usage guidelines 

 Brand messaging statements 

 Brand marketing and promotion strategy 

 Developing marketing collaterals 

 Presentation design 

 Customer persona development 

 Logo design 

 Brochure and stationery design 

 Vision and mission statements 

 Packaging and product design 

 Website design and development 

 Email and landing page design 

 Employee communication and messaging 

Understand your audience. 

The very first step in creating a brand differentiator is knowing and understanding your target 

audience, their preferences, and their persona. The more specific you can be in terms of 

gender, age, socio-economic profile, preferences, interests, etc., the better you can target the 

audience. Typically defining a target audience persona also involves giving them imaginary 

names and histories. 

Define your value proposition. 

Once you know whom you are targeting, you need to determine why that audience would want 

to do business with you. What unique values does your business have that would make your 

audience prefer you over your competition. This value proposition can then translated into: 

 A business vision 

 A mission statement 



 Promotional tag lines and marketing slogans 

 Internal communication messages 

 Brand messaging guidelines, etc. 

Your marketing efforts need to align with these value proposition statements you create for 

your brand. 

Be unique. 

One of the greatest business risks is if your audience thinks you are a “copy-cat” service. Unless 

they perceive you as unique and identify with your brand values, they are unlikely to do 

business with you. Your logo, messaging, colors, forms, style…everything about your business 
should reflect your business personality and value proposition. That is what will make you stand 

out from your competition. 

Be consistent. 

If your audience sees different messages, different versions of your logo, different business 

personalities, it will confuse them. When people from your business interact with potential 

customers, their language, tone, personality, etc., needs to be consistent with your brand 

messaging. Your target audience should get the same brand experience wherever they 

encounter your brand. 

Consider different marketing channels. 

Think about how your brand personality would develop across various marketing channels. 

How could the brand continuity work between your brochures and online marketing? How 

would your company website communicate your brand message and personality? Do you need 

to create just one brand identity or do you need different corporate brand and 

product/services brands? Does your brand name reflect your brand personality? Your brand 

marketing strategy needs to answer all these questions and be clear and consistent. 

Hire a skilled design team. 

Although there are several logo designing programs available in the market, if you are not 

experienced in creating eye-catching images, your design may appear amateurish. To avoid this 

common pitfall, it is better to do it right the first time. A professional brand identity firm will 

not only be able to create a compelling logo design for your business, but they will also be able 

to create a complete brand identity and brand marketing strategy for your company. 

If you want to impress your new and existing clients, a skilled design team is the answer. 

Branding for products can be a bit simpler than branding for services. It is a lot easier to brand 

something that has a physical form and an immediate ‘’result’’. If you purchase a pair of shoes, 



for example, and they are not what you were looking for in terms of quality, you will be able to 

see that almost immediately. You will wear them and see that they do not fit your needs and 

preferences. Therefore, product branding might be lot more demanding but it is easier 

because it focuses on specific aspects that the buyers will notice before they make the 

purchase. 

One major difference that can change the ‘’game’’ 

Services, on the other hand, are different. There are certain services that have immediate 

results and others that take a bit longer to show their outcomes. These services need, what 

some people call, long-term branding. Basically, they need a strategy that will convince the 

customer/client to trust the services even if they are not able to see the results straight away. 

The major difference between the two cases is the focus point. Branding for products usually 

focuses on visual stimuli for the products and the company. Perhaps some ‘’catchy tunes’’ as 

well. Giving a visual presentation of a service however is not easy. So branding for services 

focus more on the feeling of trust that the branding process aims to create in the minds of the 

focus target group. 

If you are selling products, focus on using visual and audio stimuli to attract new customers. If, 

on the other hand, you are ‘’selling’’ services, build a branding strategy that will focus on 

creating a trust relationship between you and your target group. Keep one thing in mind 

however. Branding is not just about the products or the services. It is about the profile of the 

entire company. Your reputation. You want people to recognize you and connect you with your 

field of action. And that is what good branding can do for you and your business. 

Branding a service 

1. Short and simple 

2. Easy to pronounce 

3. Easy to remember 

4. Suggests service benefits 

5. Always provide service timely 

Developing a strong service brand 

 Dare to be different 

-Branding strategy goal is to reinforce a demonstrably different brand presentation 

 Determine your own fame 

-Service companies with strong brand equity provide a service that  

https://ied.eu/what-we-do/projects/grow-your-raw/


 -customers truly value 

 -perform it better than competitors and 

     -effectively tell their story through communication that create awareness and reinforce 

customer experience     

 Make an emotional connection 

-Brands that connect emotionally are authentic summations of a company with a soul.  

-Companies need to focus on branding at the emotional level of customer experiences 

-Companies that emphasise price in their advertising forfeit the oppurtunity for an emotional 

connectionwith their customers 

Branding the service experience:  Starbucks 

 Key factor in the brand identity  for  Starbucks is the experience –not the cup of coffee 

 Vision for  Starbucks’s brand can be summarized  in the following statement: 

Around the world,Starbucks will be the first stop for coffee drinkers seeking to experience the 

highest quality fresh brewed coffee;  Starbucks will be available everywhere and always fresh 

while maintaining a dedication to customer service and a premium service experience 

 Internalize the brand 

-The more providers internalize the concept and values of the service, the more consistently 

and effectively they are likely to perform it 

-Just as advertising is a principal brand building tool externally, so it is a principal tool internally  

e.g. Enterprise Rent-a-car and Midwest express are two companies that specifically consider 

employees to be a key audience for all of their advertising 

     They view advertising as a primary means for motivating and educating employees, a 

viewpoint supported by research that clearly shows that employees are influenced by their 

company’s advertising. 

Criteria for successful service brands(based on research ) 

 Focused position with a well-specified, but limited number of 

selected benefits.  



 Focused position was strongly linked with communication, to ensure comprehension 

among both staff and consumers 

 Consistency was the second most frequently mentioned critical theme. It must extend 

to encompass the experience of the brand by all stakeholders. 

 Values was the third most frequently mentioned critical theme. Managers are 

encouraged to avoid a cynical manipulation of organisational values but instead to 

represent core values in their own behaviour  

How to lead the Customer experience 

 Total experience means the feelings customers take away from their interactions with a 

firm’s goods,services and “atmospheric “ stimuli 

 If you can see ,smell, taste or hear it, it’s a clue.  

 Anything perceived or sensed is an experience clue 

 Customers consciously or unconsciously filter a barrage of “ clues” and organize them 

into a set of impressions, both rational and emotional.  

Two types of clues affect customer emotional perceptions : mechanics (clues emitted by things 

) and humanics (clues emitted by people) 

 Fuse experiential breadth and depth 

 Experiential breadth refers to the sequence of experiences customers (identifiable 

stages)have in interacting with an organisation  

 Experiential depth refers to the number and diversity of sensory clues at each stage. 

 

New service development 

 Major service innovations--new core products for previously undefined markets e.g. 

eBay’s launch of online auction services 

 Major process innovations--using new processes to    deliver existing products and offer 

extra benefits e.g. First Direct being the bank with only virtual presence 

 Product line extensions--additions to current product lines e.g. Jet Airways adding Jet 

Lite  

 Process line extensions--alternative delivery procedures e.g. Barnes and Noble having an 

online version of the bookstore 

 Supplementary service innovations--adding new or improved facilitating or enhancing 

elements e.g. low tech innovation includes adding parking at a retail site or accepting 

credit card for payment. Other examples could include theme restaurants 

 Style changes--visible changes in service design or scripts e.g. repainting retail branches 

and vehicles in new color scheme, new uniforms for service exployees.  

Success Factors in New Service Development 



 Market synergy 

 Good fit between new product and firm’s image/resources 

 Advantage vs. competition in meeting customers’ needs 

 Strong support from firm during/after launch 

 Firm understands customer purchase decision behavior 

 Organizational factors 

 Strong interfunctional cooperation and coordination 

 Internal marketing to educate staff on new product and its competition 

 Employees understand importance of new services to firm 

 Market research factors 

 Scientific studies conducted early in development process 

 Product concept well defined before undertaking field studies 

 

 Companies do not have a formal process of seeking ideas  

 Companies do not involve the operations and customer service personnel in the NPD 

process 

NEW SERVICE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS/ STAGES: 

I Front End Planning: 

a.                       Business Strategy Development:  

The first Step is to review the vision and mission of the company.  

b.                      New Service Strategy Development:  

The product portfolio strategy and a defined organizational structure for new product / 

service development are critical for the foundation of success. (Possibility in terms of 

markets, types of services, time horizon, profit criteria) 

The framework allows an organization to identify possible directions for growth.  

Offerings are some of the most common approaches. 

Ø      There should be formal mechanism for ensuring an ongoing stream of new service 

possibilities.  

Ø         The mechanism may include a formal new service development department with 

responsibility for generating new ideas, suggestion boxes for employees, customers, new 

service development teams to  



identify new services.  

c. Idea Generation: 

Formal brainstorming, solicitation of ideas from employees and customers, lead-users 

researchers and learning about competitors. 

d.Service Concept development and evaluation: 

         After clear definition of the concept, it is important to produce a description of the 

service that represents its specific features and then to determine initial customer and 

employee responses to the concept. 

e. Business Analysis: 

         Assuming the service concept is favourably evaluated by customers and employees 

at the concept development stage, the next step is to determine its feasibility and potential 

profit implications.  

         This stage will involve preliminary assumptions about the costs of hiring and training 

personnel delivery system enhancements, facility changes.  

         The organization will pass the results of the business analysis through its profitability 

and feasibility screen to determine whether the new service idea meets the minimum 

requirements. 

II IMPLEMENTATION: 

  

f. Service development and testing: 

It involves construction of product prototype and testing for consumer acceptance. 

During this phase, the concept is refined to the point where a detailed service blueprint 

representing the implementation plan for the service can be produced. 

g.                       Market testing:  

 The new service may be offered to employees of the organization and their families for a 

time to assess their responses to variations in marketing mix. 

At this stage, pilot study has to be done for the service, to be sure that the operational 

details are functioning smoothly. 



h.                      Commercialization:  

At this stage, the service goes live and introduced to the market place. 

·The first is to build and maintain acceptance of the new service among large numbers of 

service delivery personnel who will be responsibility day-to-day for service quality. 

·To monitor all aspects of the service during introduction and through the complete service 

cycle. 

i. Post introduction evaluation: 

At this stage, the information gathered during commercialization of the service can be 

viewed and changes made to the delivery process, staffing or marketing –mix variables on 

the basis of actual offering to the market response. 

Pricing in a service product 

Role of Pricing in Services 

 Consumers often use price as one of the criterion for forming service expectations and 

in making purchase decisions 

 Consumers normally feel that service quality is positively related to price. 

 The more consumers pay for a service , the more they expect from a service.  

 Price is also an important element in controlling demand .   

Pricing includes 

How much to charge? 

What basis for pricing? 

Who should collect payment? 

Where should payment be made? 

When should payment be made? 

How should payment be made? 

How to communicate prices? 

What Makes Service Pricing Strategy Different (and Difficult)? 



 No ownership of services--hard for firms to calculate financial costs of creating an 

intangible performance 

 Variability of inputs and outputs--how can firms define a “unit of service” and establish 

basis for pricing? 

 Many services hard for customers to evaluate--what are they getting in return for their 

money? 

 Importance of time factor--same service may have more value to customers when 

delivered faster 

 Delivery through physical or electronic channels--may create differences in perceived 

value 

Three Main Approaches to Pricing 

 Cost-Based Pricing 

 Set prices relative to financial costs (problem: defining costs) 

 Competition-Based Pricing 

 Monitor competitors’ pricing strategy(especially if service lacks differentiation) 

 Who is the price leader? (one firm sets the pace) 

 Value-Based 

 Relate price to value perceived by customer 

Cost based pricing 

 Focus is on input not output 

 Input is a factor of time, material and skill 

 E.g. Consultants,Psychologists, Accountants, Lawyers, tutors 

 Challenge : Cost may not equal the value the customers perceive the services are worth 

Competition based 

 Applicable where services are standardised  and  

 There is existence of Oligopoly 

e.g. Telecom, Airline , Car Rentals 

Demand/Value  based 

 Four meanings on Customer perception of value 

-Low price 

-Whatever I want 



-Quality for Price 

-Value is what I get for what I give 

Low price 

 Discounting e.g. top students get their last year free 

 Odd pricing 

 Synchro pricing ( Place ,time and quantity) (Use of price to manage demand for the 

service by capitalising customer sensitivity to prices) 

-Demand fluctuates over time 

-Constraint supply at peak time 

Penetration pricing ( New services are introduced at low prices to stimulate trial and 

widespread use 

Value is everything I want in a service 

 Monetary price is not of primary concern 

 Prestige pricing 

-High quality or status services 

-Restaurants, health ,airlines and hotels, a higher price is charged for the luxury end of 

the business 

 Skimming pricing 

-New services are introduced at higher prices with large promotional expenditure 

e.g. telecom players in the initial stages 

 Market segmentation pricing 

-Different prices are charged for different quality levels of service 

e.g. Health clubs located in colleges with student memberships at lower prices 

Hotels offer standard rooms at a basic rate but then combine amenities and tangibles 

related to the room to attract customers willing to pay more 

 Price bundling 



-some services are consumed more effectively in conjunction with other services 

-when customers find value in a package of services that are interrelated,price bundling 

is an appropriate strategy 

-It means selling and pricing services as a group rather than individually 

-It allows customers to pay less for the package than when purchasing each of the 

services individually 

e.g. aerobics plus swimming in a health club 

-combo meals in McDonalds 

 Complementary pricing 

Services that are highly interrelated can be leveraged using complementary pricing 

E.g. in case of cable services, you have installation charge plus monthly charge. Service provider 

could keep installation charges low.  

Play around with a fixed fee and variable fee 

 Results based pricing 

-In service industries where outcome is very important but uncertainty is high ,the most 

relevant aspect of  value is the result of the service  

e.g. real estate agent price , in certain cases, contingency pricing used by lawyers 

Forms of result based pricing 

-Money back guarantees 

-commission 

Advertising in service industry 

How to Advertise Effectively for Service Industry Businesses 

As a business owner, delivering a stellar service is only the beginning of building a brand that 

customers keep coming back to. What you really need to outperform competitors and become 

the most popular service provider in your area is to advertise your brand.. We'll take an in-



depth look at devising and implementing an effective marketing strategy and crafting messages 

that grab attention.  

There are three basic steps to have the most effective advertising. 

 Step 1: Defining your core customer 

 Step 2: Determining the most feasible advertising platforms 

 Step 3: Presenting your business as the solution 

Step 1: Defining Your Core Customer 

If you want your message to have the most impact, you need to understand your market. You 

can only craft a message that speaks to the audience when you know what the audience wants 

to hear.. You should develop a profile of your ideal customer and tailor your advertising around 

that. Consider their values, convictions, background, beliefs, desires and expectations.  

Questions to answer about your target market: 

Is my core customer a business or a consumer? 

My core customer is a _____________________ 

What industry or industries do they occupy? Or, what is their profession? 

My core customers are engaged in _________________________ 

What do you know about their personal lives? Are they married? What is their age group? Do 

they have kids? What are their interests? 

Do they rent or own? Basically, anything that gives you some context and background into 

theirpersonal lives. 

What I know about my core customers is ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________ 

What is their level of education?What is their disposable income? 

My customers have completed __________________ and their disposable income is 

___________________ 

Where do the live? 

My customers live in _____________________ 

These questions are by no means the end-all-be-all of customer profiling. You can come up with 

many more, such as "how many hours they work per week," or "how often do they take 



vacations." The point is that you need to know what to ask. The right questions are those that 

yield information that can help you develop sound advertising messages.  

Step 2: Determine how to advertise most effectively 

Once you've figured out who your ideal customers are, you can start to think about how best to 

reach them. In advertising, the most important metrics to evaluate the efficiency of a platform 

or channel are the CPM and ROI. The CPM, or cost-per-impression tells you how much you're 

spending to reach 1,000 people, and the ROI or return-on-investment is a measure of how 

much money you're earning for every dollar spent on advertising.  

From traditional print media such as newspaper ads and magazine ads to digital media such as 

websites and social media, from television commercials to radio spots, the options are limitless. 

You can narrow down your list of possible advertising platforms by answering the following: 

What kind of advertising will have the highest likelihood of reaching the audience, and the 

highest likelihood of having an impact on the audience? 

The following information, which includes the pros and cons of some popular advertising 

platforms, may help answer that question. 

 Newspaper/Yellow Pages/Print 

Pros - Can be highly targeted; a local newspaper can reach your local market, and a 

niche-specific magazine can be a viable channel to advertise services in that niche. For 

instance, a roofing company can take out a print ad on a home improvement magazine. 

Cost can be low if the print media has a small circulation. 

Cons - Print is fast becoming an antiquated advertising medium as newspapers and 

magazines struggle to cope with declining readership. Advertising in non-local 

newspapers or general magazines that cater to a range of interests may lead to 

marketing messages with no focus or target. Can be costly for high-profile publishers. 

 Television and Radio 

Pros - Advertising in local television channels and radio stations can be targeted yet 

relatively inexpensive (compared to national channels.) Television commercials (and 

radio spots) are a great branding opportunity as viewers automatically associate a name 

they see on TV (or hear on the radio) with authority and credibility. TV and radio ads can 

drive customers to take action, such as visiting a website or calling a number. 

Cons - Production expenses can be cost-prohibitive for many businesses. Very difficult to 

pull off in-house, without the assistance of an ad agency or production house. In 



addition, air-time is priced differently in different regions, and pricing also depends on a 

combination of many different factors that are out of the control of the business. 

 Direct Mail 

Pros - Can be very highly targeted and you are able to advertise to current customers 

easily and effectively. May be used to promote special offers or just keep the brand 

fresh in the minds of the audience; doesn't always have to 'sell.' Good way to 

personalize advertising messages. 

Cons - Can be expensive, depending on quality of material used, graphics usage and 

other factors. Requires the business-owner to create and maintain a database of 

customer contact information. 

 Website, Online Marketing and Social Media 

Pros - Fast becoming the standard for any small business marketing. A website, much 

like a television commercial, lends an air of authority to a brand. Highly flexible and can 

be fine-tuned to the last detail to reinforce brand image. Can be updated at will and set 

up to take orders and appointments. Coupled with an online reputation management 

system and strategic social media efforts, can give a very powerful advertising medium. 

Cons - Can turn away customers if not developed with a clear purpose. Having an 

effective website means aligning it with the organization's long-term goals and, and also 

making it easy for the visitor to do what you want them to do. The website must be 

developed by a team or agency that understands marketing and who can incorporate 

the goals into its layout. 

 Vehicle Wraps 

Pros - One of the most cost-effective ways to advertise a business. Statistically proven to 

be one of the best advertising media for the new age. Vehicle wraps grab attention and 

influence buying decisions more often than other platforms. Leaves viewers with a 

positive impression about the business, more so than billboards or print ads.Can be 

stylized according to brand identity for maximum visibility 24/7. 

Cons - Business owner must own the vehicle, and it must be in good condition. Can be 

costly if the vehicle will not be owned for the medium to long term. 

Step 3: Position Yourself as the Solution 

 

After you have determined a suitable advertising platform, the next step is to craft your 

message in a way that positions your business as a solution to a particular problem. Highlight 



the pain of the problem and then offer your service as a practical and affordable solution. You 

should also talk about your key differentiators and unique benefits, that is, what stands you 

apart from competitors. This "uniqueness" is what makes you the best service-provider for your 

market. 

In developing the message, you should take into account the strengths of the platform you 

have chosen, to maximize impact. Not all platforms are equally effective for all types of 

messages, and knowing which type of message suits what type of platform will allow you to 

develop effective ads. For example, having two or three long lines of copy will be ineffective for 

a vehicle wrap, as viewers on the street will only get a fleeting glance at a moving vehicle, and 

will likely not have enough time to read all of the copy. You would be better served with a bold, 

catchy headline that succinctly says what you do. For example, if you were a pest control 

business, say something like "Goodbye Pests!" on your vehicle wrap.  

Your advertisement should be focused and promise to solve one thing and one thing only. If 

you're a carpet cleaner, the ONLY solution you offer (for the problem of dirty carpets) may be 

"make your carpets new again."  

If you offer many different services, and each one contributes the same amount to your 

revenue, you may pool the benefits of each service under one overarching solution. For 

example, if you clean pools, do landscaping and also roofing repairs, the benefit you offer is a 

"well-maintained home." In this case, the problem your customer faces is a dirty pool or worn-

out roofing, and the solution you offer is "complete home improvement." 

The idea is, no matter the platform, your advertising should present your business as the most 

viable solution for a problem the customer is having. The wording, use of graphics, color and 

layout can all be tweaked to enhance the effectiveness of the message, according to the 

platform. 

Advertising in services 

For service businesses, effective marketing is usually about two things: being found, and having 

a trustworthy reputation. For medical, legal or other professional services, prospective clients 

will research online in order to narrow their choices to just a few possible providers. For 

others—from pest control to self storage-- the deciding factor may be location. 

Your online presence will often determine if you are on their short list, so a modern, mobile-

compatible website is a must, as well as excellent online reviews from your current customers. 

Our work for service-related businesses usually focuses on website development, social media 

and reputation management, as well as graphic design such as a logo or printed materials. 

Traditional media buying such as TV, newspaper or magazine sometimes is included as well. 

Most often, the use of digital advertising is incorporated, allowing us to finely target your 

prospective customers when they are online, either actively searching and shopping, or as they 
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are about to come into the buying cycle. Using our programmatic digital ad platforms, we can 

identify online users who fit your criteria, including location, gender, household income, known 

purchase behaviors, interests and many more data segments. 

Overall, our goal is to expand your potential market and put your company name at the top of 

your prospective customer's list. By closely tracking conversions such as contact forms and 

phone calls, we can help you measure the effectiveness of your online campaigns and your 

company's gross revenue growth, and look for other expanding markets. 

Examples of service industry businesses are dry cleaners, carpet cleaners and advertising 

agencies. 

At best, advertising is a hybrid of the service- and goods-based industries. While we serve and 

help clients, we also manufacture print ads, TV commercials, radio spots, logos, brand 

guidelines, PR placement, positive word of mouth, new client product ideas, etc.,  

Personal selling in service industry 

Personal selling is also known as face-to-face selling in which one person who is the salesman 

tries to convince the customer in buying a product. It is a promotional method by which the 

salesperson uses his or her skills and abilities in an attempt to make a sale. 

Personal selling occurs where an individual salesperson sells a product, service or solution to a 

client. Salespeople match the benefits of their offering to the specific needs of a client. Today, 

personal selling involves the development of longstanding client relationships. 

Personal selling is oral communication with potential buyers of a product with the intention of 

making a sale. The personal selling may focus initially on developing a relationship with the 

potential buyer, but will always ultimately end with an attempt to “close the sale” 

The Selling Process 

Selling is a process that can be learned. Experts have spelled out the steps of the selling 

process, shown in (Figure), and professional salespeople use them all the time. These steps are 

as follows 

1. Prospecting and qualifying: To start the process, the salesperson looks for sales 

prospects, those companies and people who are most likely to buy the seller’s offerings. 

This activity is called prospecting.  

For many companies, the inquiries generated by advertising and promotion are the 

most likely source of prospects. Inquiries are also known as sales leads. Leads usually 

come in the form of letters, cards, e-mail addresses, telephone calls, or through social 

media sites. Some companies supply salespeople with prospect lists compiled from 
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external sources, such as Chamber of Commerce directories, newspapers, public 

records, club membership lists, internet inquiries, and professional or trade publication 

subscription lists. Meetings, such as professional conventions and trade shows, are 

another good source of leads. Sales representatives attend such meetings to display and 

demonstrate their company’s products and to answer the questions of those attending. 

The firm’s files and records can be another source of prospects. Correspondence with 

buyers can be helpful. Records in the service department can identify people who 

already own equipment and might be prospects for new models. Finally, friends and 

acquaintances of salespeople can often supply leads. 

One guideline is that not all prospects are “true” opportunities for a sale. Just because 

someone has been referred or has made an inquiry does not mean that the person is a 

genuine prospect. Salespeople can avoid wasting time and increase their productivity by 

qualifying all prospects. Qualifying questions are used to separate prospects from those 

who do not have the potential to buy. The following three questions help determine 

who is a real prospect and who is not: 

o Does the prospect have a need for our product? 

o Can the prospect make the buying decision? 

o Can the prospect afford our product? 

 
2. Approaching customers: After identifying a prospect, the salesperson explains the 

reason for wanting an appointment and sets a specific date and time. At the same time, 

the salesperson tries to build interest in the coming meeting. One good way to do this is 

to impart an interesting or important piece of information—for instance, “I think my 

product can cut your shipping and delivery time by two days.” 

3. Presenting and demonstrating the product: The presentation and demonstration can be 

fully automated, completely unstructured, or somewhere in between. In a fully 

automated presentation, the salesperson shows a movie or slides or makes a 

PowerPoint presentation and then answers questions and takes any orders. In today’s 

business world, in which relationships are most important for long-term sales, canned or 

structured presentations are not well received, nor do they support the idea of building 

a great bond with the customer. A completely unstructured presentation that has no set 

format is a much more successful approach. It may be a casual conversation, with the 

salesperson presenting product benefits and assisting the customer in solving his or her 

problems (like a partner on the client company’s team) in a way that might interest the 

potential buyer. 

4. Handling objections: Almost every sales presentation, structured or unstructured, meets 

with some objection. Rarely does a customer say, “I’ll buy it,” without asking questions 

or voicing concerns. The professional salesperson tries to anticipate objections so they 

can be countered quickly and with assurance. The best way to counter objections is to 

have a thorough knowledge of the product offering so that a solution can be found that 

overcomes the objection. 



Often employed in business, the “higher authority” objection is frequently used when 

one of the parties says, “This agreement looks good, but I’ll have to run it by my 

committee” (or wife or any other “higher authority”). The result is that that sales 

presentation turns out to be just a preliminary, nonbinding round. After the higher 

authority responds, often disapproving the agreement, the sale goes into round two or 

starts all over again. 

For example, when a customer wants to buy a house, car, or anything expensive, the 

salesperson will say, “If we find the house (or car) that you really like, is there any 

reason you could not make the purchase today?” Once they get the green light, the 

salesperson will spend whatever time it takes to find the right product for the customer. 

However, if the client says his uncle has to give the final approval because he will be 

loaning the money, the salesperson will try and set up an appointment when the uncle 

can be present. 

5. Closing the sale: After all the objections have been dealt with, it’s time to close the sale. 

Even experienced salespeople sometimes find this part of the sales process awkward. 

Perhaps the easiest way to close a sale is to ask for it: “Ms. Jones, may I write up your 

order?” One of the best techniques is to act as though the deal has been concluded: 

“Mr. Bateson, we’ll have this equipment in and working for you in two weeks.” If Mr. 

Bateson doesn’t object, the salesperson can assume that the sale has been made. 

6. Following up on the sale: The salesperson’s job isn’t over when the sale is made. In fact, 

the sale is just the start. The salesperson must write up the order properly and turn it in 

promptly. This part of the job may be easy for many consumer products, but for B2B 

products or services, it may be more complex. An order for a complex piece of industrial 

equipment may include a hundred pages of detail. Each detail must be carefully checked 

to ensure that the equipment is exactly what was ordered. 

After the product is delivered to the customer, the salesperson must make a routine 

visit to see that the customer is satisfied. This follow-up call may also be a chance to 

make another sale.  

Importance of personal selling in financial services 

The importance of personal selling in marketing of financial services may be summarized as 

follows: 

1. Personal selling highlights potential customers on various new financial services launched in 

the market. 

2. Personal selling draws the attention of customers towards transactions of financial services. 

The transactional analysis is the lever spring of personal selling. 
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3. Personal selling enables the service provider to know how and under what circumstances the 

customers make their purchase decisions. 

4. Financial service providers are able to understand the buyer behavior. The buying process 

involves the recognition of problem, search, alternative evaluation, choice and outcome. They 

explain the process which an individual goes through while arriving at a decision. 

5. Personal selling views consumer behavior as a process rather than a discrete act on the part 

of the consumer. 

6. Personal selling communicates the general information of the financial services offered, 

their use and benefits, relationships of the services with customers and the justification for the 

services offered. 

Personal selling in Hotel industry 

The hotel industry depends considerably on personal selling. Personal selling is the personal 

presentation of a tangible product or intangible services or ideas to the customers. Personal 

selling is important to initiate and build the commercial face-to-face relationship with 

customers. The advantage of personal selling compared to other promotional methods is that it 

is a two-way form of communication. In selling situations the salesperson can adjust the 

message since they are receiving feedback from the customers. In case a customer does not 

understand the product, a salesperson can react directly and make adjustments to address 

concerns. Personal selling minimizes wasted effort, promotes sales and boosts word of mouth 

marketing effectively  

Moreover, survey researched that 92% supported the idea of hotel guests expecting their stay 

to be personalized around a set of choices they make at the time of booking or prior to arrival. 

In other words, the guest of the future will be able to tailor all aspects of their experience 

including technology, hotel services, bedroom, journey, pricing as well as communications. Each 

guest has their own preference, demands and characteristics and there needs to be adapted 

towards. The challenge for hotels is to completely understand and act upon these 

requirements. Because of the immerse increase of technology and internet, personal selling is 

becoming a challenge. Therefore, this promotional method can also be used via telephone or 

via internet using online chats and videos . 

However, nowadays technology is taking over and many would lead you to believe that face-to-

face or personal communications fit in the past. Nonetheless, selling is not and never will be a 

faceless or silent pursuit. At risk is a generation of lazy near-robotic hospitality sales 

professionals, using technology for their selling communications.  Moreover, hospitality sales 

professionals are denied all of the relationship-building advantages of personal face-to-face 

interactions. Personal communication includes several factors such as facial expressions in 

which digital contact shortfalls, thinking of miscommunications and lack of emotional context. 

Even though face-to-face communication is the most costly and time-consuming medium, it 
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provides the highest return on investment. Technology-based selling tools can be used by hotel 

sales professionals, however, classic relationship-based personal selling cannot be abandoned. 

An example is the Hilton hotel, that is improving customer satisfaction by communicating 

directly with customers through mobile apps. Accordingly, Hilton loyalty program members 

have the ability to control and personalize their stay. A 93% of customer digital check-in 

experiences were satisfied or extremely satisfied, according research. In addition, more 

customers are interested in the loyalty program and enrollment is up over 100% compared to 

previous year. Lastly, Hilton uses both personal selling as well as technology to build loyal 

relationships with their customers.  

 Sales promotion in service industry 

Sales Promotion is one of the elements of the promotional mix. (The primary elements in the 

promotional mix are advertising, personal selling, direct marketing and publicity/public 

relations). Sales promotion uses both media and non-media marketing communications for a 

pre-determined, limited time to increase consumer demand, stimulate market demand or 

improve product availability. Examples include contests, coupons, freebies, loss leaders, point 

of purchase displays, premiums, prizes, product samples, and rebates.  

Sales promotions can be directed at either the customer, sales staff, or distribution channel 

members (such as retailers). Sales promotions targeted at the consumer are called consumer 

sales promotions. Sales promotions targeted at retailers and wholesale are called trade sales 

promotions.  

10 Sales-Promotion Tools Every Service Organization Must Use 

Some of the most useful sales-promotion tools every service organization must use are as 

follows: 1. Free samples/visits/consultations 2. Money-off price incentives 3. Coupons/vouchers 

4. Gift offers 5. Competitions 6. Short-term discounts 7. Sign-up rebates 8. Short-term increases 

in sales commission 9. Point-of-sale material 10. Cooperative advertising.  

1. Free samples/visits/consultations:  

These encourage trial of a service and can be valuable where consumers are loyal to an existing 

service supplier. It could, for example, be used by a video film-rental chain to entice potential 

customers into their branch so that they can learn something about the nature of the service on 

offer.  

In the case of new services that are perceived as being expensive and of poor value to a 

consumer, they can encourage trial – this has been used by satellite television companies, for 

example. Taken to extremes, the excessive offering of free samples can demean the value of 
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the service on offer and of the service provider. Customers may become reluctant to pay for a 

service which they have seen being given away freely.  

2. Money-off price incentives:  

These are used to stimulate demand during slack periods where price is considered to be a key 

element in customers’ purchased activity. Price incentives can be used tactically to counteract 

temporary increases in competitor activity. They can also be employed to stimulate sales of a 

new service shortly after launch. Price incentives tend to be expensive to the service provider, 

as the incentive is given to customers regardless of its motivational effect on individual 

customers.  

A leisure park reducing its prices for all is unable to extract the full price from those customers 

who may have otherwise been willing to pay that price. There is also a danger that price 

incentives can become built into consumers’ expectations and their removal may result in a fall 

in business.  

3. Coupons/vouchers:  

These allow holders to obtain a discount off a future purchase and can be targeted at quite 

specific groups of users or potential users. To encourage trial by potential new users, vouchers 

can be distributed to non-users who fit a specified profile. In this way, the operator of a plaza 

might arrange for vouchers to be given to customers of a cooperating hairdressing salon.  

To encourage repeat usage, vouchers can be given as a loyalty bonus. Voucher offers tend to be 

much more cost effective than straight price incentives because of their ability to segment 

markets. In this way, a leisure park operator is able to recognize that a visitor from overseas 

may see the full price as being only a small part of their total holiday cost and representing 

good value, while a local family might need an incentive to make more frequent visits to the 

park.  

Coupons usually take one of three forms a straight price cut; a discount or fee waiver for one or 

more patrons accompanying the original purchaser; or a free or discounted enhancement of 

the basic service (such as free waxing with each car wash).  

Traditionally, coupons were printed in newspapers and magazines or sent by direct mail. Today, 

however, they are often sold in books which provide purchasers with the opportunity to use 

the services of a wide array of restaurants and cafes, laundry and dry cleaning establishments, 

garages, cinemas and other suppliers. With the advent of electronic scanning in shops, many of 

these promotional offers are now implemented electronically.  



4. Gift offers:  

These allow an organization to augment its service offer with an additional gift which can satisfy 

a number of objectives. In order to promote initial enquiry and to give tangible cues of the 

service company’s offering and image, many firms-especially in the financial services sector- 

offer a gift for merely enquiring about their service. Items offered by insurance companies for 

merely requesting a quotation often include pocket calculators and pens.  

A gift can also be used to bring about immediate action-for example, a free clock radio if a 

policy is taken out within a specified period. For existing customers, gifts can be used to 

develop and reward loyalty. Sometimes, a company may charge for a gift, making the sales-

promotion self-financing. The gift could also carry a message that makes the service tangible to 

the user and others. In this way, some petrol retailers and football clubs-among others-sell 

ranges of promotional clothing, paid for by a combination of vouchers and cash.  

5. Competitions:  

The inclusion of a competition in a service offer adds to the value of the total offer. Instead of 

simply buying an insurance policy, customers buy the policy plus a dream of winning a prize to 

which they attach significance. Competitions can be used both to create trial among non- users 

and to retain loyalty among existing users (for example, a competition for which a number of 

proofs of purpose are necessary to enter). Prize promotions introduce an element of chance, 

like a lottery or sweepstakes.  

They can be used effectively to add involvement and excitement to the service experience and 

are generally designed to encourage increased use of the service. Fast-food restaurants, video 

rental outlets and service stations sometimes offer lottery-like promotions tied to special 

events giving all purchasers tickets with scratch-off award categories. TV stations may offer 

listeners the chance to claim instant cash and other prizes if they call within a prescribed time 

after the announcement is broadcast.  

6. Short-term discounts:  

Price cuts that are promoted as being available for only a limited time period, such as any form 

of ‘sale’ designed to boost business during slack periods. Another example is ‘charter 

memberships’ in health and fitness clubs which are sold at decreasing rates of discount prior to 

opening the club; such strategies help to build a base of customers quickly and improve initial 

cash flow.  

7. Sign-up rebates:  

May be offered by ‘membership’ service organizations that charge a preliminary sign-up fee for 

applying, joining or making connections to a network. Examples include application fees for 

education institutions, joining fees at many private clubs and installation fees for connections 



to pay TV systems. To attract new members or subscribers, these fees may be waived or 

alternatively credited towards payment of future usage fees.  

8. Short-term increases in sales commission:  

These, together with sales bonuses, can be used to stimulate sales during slack periods or to 

develop loyalty from intermediaries in the face of competitor activity.  

9. Point-of-sale material:  

To stimulate additional sales, a service principal can provide a range of incentives to help 

intermediaries. Examples include tour operators who agree to send a representative to a travel 

agency to provide additional information and reassurance for customers, or to host a film 

evening for the agency’s clients.  

10. Cooperative advertising:  

A service principal often agrees to subscribe to local advertising by an intermediary, often in 

conjunction with a significant event-for example, the opening of a new outlet by the 

intermediary or the launch of a new service. 

The use of sales promotion for services products depends on the type of services. Consumer services, 

such as hairstyling, rely heavily on sales promotions (such as providing half off the price of a haircut for 

senior citizens on Mondays). Professional services, however, use very little sales promotion. Doctors, for 

example, do not often use coupons for performing an appendectomy, for example. In fact, service 

product companies must be careful not to utilize too many sales-promotion tactics because they can 

lower the credibility of the firm. Attorneys do not have a sale on providing services for divorce 

proceedings. 

Publicity and Public relations in service industry 

Public relations tools and activities 

By using proven public relations (PR) tools and activities, you can promote positive attitudes 

and behaviours towards your business that will help convert interested consumers into 

customers. 

PR tools are very cost-effective, and often give you a greater degree of control than more 

broadly targeted advertising campaigns. Consider using these PR tools to build your business's 

reputation. 

Media relations 



Media strategies focus on circulating messages through media channels to manage how your 

business is portrayed by the media. Your media tools might include releasing media statements 

and fact sheets, offering on-site media tours to encourage journalists to report positive 

messages about your business, and using social media to get the attention of journalists and 

track journalists who report in your market. 

By developing good media contact lists and building relationships with key journalists to pitch 

media releases and story ideas to, you can use local, regional or state media to: 

 promote your business 

 manage risks, issues or crises affecting your business. 

Advertorials 

Advertorials are advertisements in the form of news stories or reviews in newspapers. 

Advertorials allow you to associate your advertising with the credibility of the newspaper. 

Many businesses employ advertising or marketing professionals to help them develop TV 

advertorials - which are commonly used as a form of advertising and product placement. 

Social media 

Social media lets you bypass the media and go straight to your customers. Using social 

networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter allows you to follow and be followed by 

journalists, drive web traffic, manage issues by responding quickly to criticisms or negative 

perceptions, and increase exposure for your business brand. 

Newsletters 

Print or emailed newsletters are a good way to promote your business, communicate with 

customers and keep them informed of new products and services. 

Regular newsletters can strengthen your personal connections with customers and reflect your 

business brand and personality. A well written newsletter offers information of value to your 

customers. 

Brochures and catalogues 

'Take home' or mail-out brochures or catalogues can help keep your customers thinking about 

your business and its products and services. 

Properly designed brochures and catalogues give customers confidence in you and your brand, 

and help drive customers to your website or store. Information contained in business brochures 

and catalogues can be effectively reworked for your website, helping you do business online. 

https://www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/protecting-business/risk-management/preparing-plan
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/marketing-sales/marketing-promotion/advertising
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/marketing-sales/marketing-promotion/branding-basics
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/starting-business/internet-start-ups/online-basics


Business events 

Events are opportunities for business people to gain exposure for their businesses, promote 

new products or services and make sure accurate information reaches targeted customers. 

From a sales point of view, events are a chance to counter customer doubts and build customer 

confidence. They can also help you research your market and competitors, and build your 

mailing list. Make sure you go to the event prepared with marketing materials to disseminate 

and a way to collect information and customer details. 

Trade shows are an opportunity for businesses to compete in their industry and share 

information with people in similar lines of work.  

Speaking engagements 

Speaking at events where customers are likely to attend helps position you as a leader or 

innovator in your field. As a business owner or leader, building your reputation as an expert 

also builds the reputation of your business - and draws new customers. 

Events are valuable promotional opportunities even if you don't have top billing as a speaker. 

You will build reputation simply by having your business name or logo on the event listing, or 

delivering a presentation about a new product or innovation. Additionally, they provide 

valuable networking opportunities. 

Sponsorships or partnerships 

Partnerships and sponsorships are good for business. Supporting a not-for-profit cause can help 

build feelings of goodwill and loyalty towards your business. Community partnerships may 

involve an exchange of funds or in-kind benefits to grow a local community organisation in 

return for benefits that promote your business reputation. 

Partnerships can help consumers identify your brand with good business practice and good 

ethics. 

Employee relations 

Your staff are ambassadors for your business and brand. Many larger businesses conduct 

employee relations - building their business culture and team relationships by sharing 

information, promoting involvement and instilling a sense of pride in business achievement. 

This can improve teamwork, staff retention and productivity, and ensure that staff are 

representing your business consistently and with the right messages. 

Community relations 

https://www.business.qld.gov.au/starting-business/planning/market-customer-research/basics
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/marketing-sales/marketing-promotion/branding-basics


Building good relationships with members of the community where you do business helps build 

customer loyalty. Find out where the customers in your community live by collecting postcodes 

at point of sale. 

Engaging local stakeholders and decision makers helps build your profile and level of influence, 

helping you to attract more customers through word-of-mouth and ensuring your business 

interests are factored into community decision making. 

Public relations is a nearly $9 billion industry with a mission to manage and build the 

reputations of companies and individuals. It does this by aiming specific information at target 

audiences, such as the public, investors, partners, or employees, to introduce or maintain a 

particular perception of the company or individual. Two words closely associated with PR are 

image and spin. In terms of image, the way a company, brand, or person—and this can be 

anyone from a celebrity to a corporate executive or political figure—is portrayed in the media 

and perceived by the public is a strong determiner of popularity. Greater popularity can 

translate to increased product sales, greater company revenue, more fans, and even more 

votes. Spin is what happens when PR specialists emphasize information that puts clients into a 

more favorable light. For example, when a company or person faces a reputation-shaking crisis, 

it’s the PR representative who strategizes what to write about the situation and where and 

when to share that message to make the client look as good as possible. 

Word-of-mouth

(other customers)
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Challenges in distribution of services 

Service distribution channels 

 Direct or company owned channels 

 Agents and brokers 

 Electronic channels 

Disadvantages, drawbacks or Challenges in distributing services through electronic channels 

1. customers are active and they must be enticed. 

2. Insufficient control of e-environment. 

3. Price competition. 

4. Inability to customize with highly standardized electronic services. 

5. Inconsistency due to customer involvement. 

6. Changes needed in consumer behavior. 

7. Security concerns. 

8. Competition from widening geographies. 

1. Customers are active not passive and must be enticed 

Traditional advertising media such as magazines consider the customer a passive receiver of 

their messages. A customer reading an article is most likely to see the advertisement. But the 

user of the web is different. 

The aim of advertising should be to educate, entertain and entice the customer. By reading the 

marketer’s information, customer must know the benefits of services clearly. So, “permission-

based marketing” is a new method used to attract customers to websites. The services firm 

designs games, offers prizes, creates contests and sends customers to websites. This helps the 

advertisers build relationships with customers. 

2. Lack of control of the electronic equipment 

Electronic equipment are used in an unregulated medium. Care should be taken to separate 

the irrelevant, unwanted material from the useful content. For example, advertising for banking 

services should be separated from the numerous advertisements for ‘balding concealment 

devices‘ and ‘quick weight loss programmes‘. In print media, the advertiser can request for right 

positioning. Such requests are not possible on the internet. 

3. Price competition 

It is difficult to compare features and price of services. But the internet makes it simple for 

customers to compare prices for a wide variety of services. For example, priceline.com allows 

https://accountlearning.com/what-are-the-purposes-of-advertisements/


customers to name their prices for a service such an airline ticket. So, customers at present, 

have the ability to bid on prices for services. Online services enable customers to download 

hundreds of service offerings along with particulars. So, the service providers encounter 

challenges in the form of price competition. 

4. Inability to customize with highly standardized electronic devices 

It is very difficult to customize the services by using highly standardized electronic services. 

When electronic media is present, customers cannot directly deal with the service provider 

and raise points for clarification. The reaction of the audience to the message presented by an 

electronic vehicle may not always be effective. People may talk among themselves, laugh and 

criticize. Only two-way video can control the behavior of receivers. 

5. Inconsistency due to customer involvement 

Electronic channels minimize the inconsistency from employees or providers of services. The 

customer produces the service himself using the technology. While doing so, if the technology 

is not user friendly, it may lead to errors or frustration. Using a website for example is not easy 

as it calls for familiarity with that technology. Moreover, the difficulty encountered by online 

services is that most customers do not have computers. 

6. Changes are required in consumer behavior 

When a consumer enters a retail store, he can be motivated easily to buy the service. It is 

because the behavior of customer can be studied and the customer interaction can be modified 

to instill confidence in him. But for a customer purchasing a service through electronic 

channels, the method of interaction is different. 

While using electronic channel, considerable changes are required in some aspects – the 

willingness to search for information, the willingness to perform some aspect of the services 

themselves, the acceptance of different levels of service, etc. But effecting a behavioral change 

is not easy. So, service marketers should motivate customers by bringing about changes in the 

long established pattern of behavior. 

7. Security concerns 

Security of information is a key issue while using electronic channels. This is the major issue 

confronting the marketers who use electronic channels. Many customers are reluctant to give 

credit card numbers on the web and internet. 

Recently, Adam Cohen has outlined reasons for customer reluctance to use the internet. 

They are: 

https://accountlearning.com/benefits-of-electronic-channels-of-distribution-of-services/
https://accountlearning.com/consumer-consumer-behavior-scope-ways-to-find/


 someone might steal your identity 

 you may reveal information about yourself in cyber-space 

 personal information that we give to a website might be exploited 

 you may enter your credit card number on a fake website 

 A stranger may use your computer to spy on you 

 you may have a cyber stalker. 

8. Global Competition 

With the advent of electronic channels, services can be purchased from service firms located 

anywhere in the world. The fact that services could not be transported is no longer valid 

because of electronic channels. Virtually, all financial services can be bought from institutions in 

any area. Since customers have unlimited choice among the providers, services are not 

protected from competition. 

Role of employees and customers in service industry 

The old saying ‘People are your most    

   important asset’ is wrong. 

   The RIGHT people are your most  

   most important asset.”  

The consumption of services often involves the personal interaction of consumers and service 

employees. Past services research has focused almost exclusively on the behavior of service 

employees and excluded the consumer's role in this dual social process. Qualitative in-depth 

interviews were used to conduct an experiential investigation of how consumers want to 

participate in their service experiences and how satisfaction develops as a function of their 

participation expectations. Emergent consumer role themes of "autonomy - mutuality - 

dependence" and employee role themes of "indifference - cooperation - dominance" that 

shape the consumption experience are identified and discussed in relation to consumer 

satisfaction in service encounters. 

The personal interaction between consumers and service providers is the heart of most service 

experiences. Whether the interaction consists of a flight attendant's brief standardized greeting 

to boarding passengers or entails the personalized attention of a physician during a medical 

exam, the moment the exchange commences the consumer is simultaneously involved in the 

production and consumption of the service and becomes an integral part of the service process. 

The consumer's experience within the service process is an important determinant of his/her 

satisfaction with the service and facilitates his/her assessment of service quality. In "pure" 

services, such as health care, financial planning, and auto repair, where a physical product is not 



exchanged and the service experience is difficult to evaluate, the interaction epitomizes the 

service from the consumer's perspective. But even when the focus of the exchange is a tangible 

object such as clothing purchased in a department store, the interaction can leave an indelible 

impression on the consumer. 

The personal interaction between consumers and service providers has been termed the 

"service encounter" in the services marketing  and has become the focus of attention in recent 

service quality research. The research on service encounters and the service quality research 

suggests a number of factors that may influence consumers' satisfaction with services. These 

factors pertain to both the service outcome and the manner in which employees deliver service 

to consumers. The factors relating to the interaction between consumers and employees 

address how consumers expect employees to behave while providing service. However, prior 

research has not considered how consumers expect to participate in the service process and 

define their service experience. For example, when some consumers shop for clothing they may 

want to move freely through the store on their own and avoid interacting with salespeople, 

while other consumers may welcome a salesperson's advice and want him/her to take an active 

part in helping them select the right merchandise. Service quality research has focused almost 

exclusively on the employee's part in the service setting. Thus, the consumer's service 

experience, including the service encounter, has not truly been viewed as an interactive and 

dynamic social process.  
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Employee cycle of failure 

 Begins with a narrow design  of jobs to accommodate low skill levels, an emphasis on 

rules rather than service  and the use of technology to control quality 

 Strategy of low wages is accompanied by minimal effort on selection of training 

 Consequences include bored employees who lack the ability to respond to customer 

problems,become dissatisfied and develop a poor service attitude. 

 Outcomes for the firm are low service quality and high employee turnover 

 Because of weak profit margins, the cycle repeats itself with the hiring of more low paid 

employees to work in this unrewarding atmosphere 

Customer cycle of failure 

 Begins with repeated emphasis on attracting new customers 

 Become dissatisfied with employee performance and the lack of continuity implicit in 

continually changing faces 

 These customers fail to develop any loyalty to the supplier  

This requires an ongoing search for new customers to maintain sales volume 

Cycle of Success 
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The meaning of service satisfaction can be developed further by understanding the way in 

which consumers want to present themselves in service encounters. Consumers and service 

providers must understand each other's position to engage in a satisfactory and stable 



relationship. Employees must recognize and respond to the different needs of consumers and 

the way consumers expect to participate in the service. The failure of either consumers and/or 

employees to adhere to their prescribed roles and scripts may hinder service delivery and result 

in dissatisfaction with the service encounter. At present the application of role theory to the 

service encounter remains at a conceptual level, leaving a void in understanding how 

consumers participate in their service experiences. 

Past service encounter research explicitly recognizes that the interaction between consumers 

and service employees is an important determinant of consumer satisfaction. In service 

marketing focuses is exclusively on employee actions and behaviors, excluding the consumer's 

role in the interaction.  

Employees play a pivotal role in building an atmosphere of trust, confidence, and loyalty among 

your customers. Every member of the team has an opportunity to contribute to creating a 

compelling customer experience, or one that fails to deliver on your brand promise. Few would 

argue that staff on the front line greatly influence the customer experience, but the reality is all 

employees play a role in reinforcing your company’s commitment to the customer. 

Consider each individual touchpoint along your customer lifecycle. It begins when the customer 

first hears about your organization. It continues as long as your products or services are used or 

even considered by the company. Think about all of the people that support the tools, 

processes, data, systems, communication, etc. for each interaction.  It’s easy to see how nearly 

every employee plays a part in the experience a customer has with your company. 

Improving the Customer Experience 

To ensure employees are continuously focused on improving the customer experience, your 

customer-centric management philosophy must flow down forcefully from senior leadership 

through middle management and directly to employees. A clear and cohesive vision 

communicates to employees that the customer experience is not an isolated initiative or 

expectation for them alone, but that the entire organization is focused on building customer 

loyalty. 

1. Set clear expectations and hold employees accountable to a high standard of service. 

Reinforce how they contribute to satisfying customers, and thus generating profits. 

2. Recognize success, both on a company and individual employee level.  When an 

employee does something extraordinary, use it as an opportunity to celebrate 

achievement. 

3. Understand factors that contribute to employee turnover.  Uncover the root cause of 

employee frustrations so they can be quickly addressed. 

4. Provide ongoing coaching, training, and education. Give employees the tools to make 

decisions that are beneficial for the company and each individual customer. 

5. Use metrics to measure and track both customer and employee satisfaction and 

retention. 

https://www.satrixsolutions.com/blog/how-to-improve-the-customer-experience-2/
https://www.satrixsolutions.com/blog/how-to-improve-the-customer-experience-2/
https://www.satrixsolutions.com/programs/customer-journey-map/


6. Communicate effectively. Keep your employees ‘in the loop’ when you implement any 

changes that stem from their feedback. 

7. Finally, empower employees.  Give them the knowledge and resources to be successful; 

your customers will have a better experience because of it. 

All employees need to know that customer loyalty is paramount and customer oriented goals 

should guide their actions and behaviors.  

 

 

 



Unit 4 notes (service marketing) 

E- services 

E-services (electronic services) are services which use information and communication 

technologies (ICTs). The three main components of e-services are- service provider, service 

receiver and the channels of service delivery (i.e., technology). For example, as concerned to 

public e-service, public agencies are the service provider and citizens as well as businesses are 

the service receiver. The channel of service delivery is the third requirement of e-service. 

Internet is the main channel of e-service delivery while other classic channels (e.g. telephone, 

call center, public kiosk, mobile phone, television) are also considered. 

Since its inception in the late 1980s in Europe and formal introduction in 1993 by the US 

Government,[2] the term ‘E-Government’ has now become one of the recognized research 

domains especially in the context of public policy and now has been rapidly gaining strategic 

importance in public sector modernization.[3] E-service is one of the branches of this domain 

and its attention has also been creeping up among the practitioners and researchers. 

E-service (or eservice) is a highly generic term, usually referring to ‘The provision of services via 

the Internet (the prefix 'e' standing for ‘electronic’, as it does in many other usages), thus e-

Service may also include e-Commerce, although it may also include non-commercial services 

(online), which is usually provided by the government. 

"E-Service constitutes the online services available on the Internet, whereby a valid transaction 

of buying and selling (procurement) is possible, as opposed to the traditional websites, whereby 

only descriptive information are available, and no online transaction is made possible."  

Importance of E-service 

There are  number of benefits for e-services, some of these are:  

 Accessing a greater customer base 

 Broadening market reach 

 Lowering of entry barrier to new markets and cost of acquiring new customers 

 Alternative communication channel to customers 

 Increasing services to customers 

 Enhancing perceived company image 

 Gaining competitive advantages 

 Enhancing transparency 

 Potential for increasing Customer knowledge 

Importance and advantages of E-shopping 

 E-shops are open 24 hours a day. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communication_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communication_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-services#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-Government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-services#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_knowledge


 There is no need to travel to the malls or wait at the checkout counters. 

 There is usually a wide selection of goods and services. 

 It is easy to compare prices and quality by using the E-shopping tool. 

 Price reduction and discounts are electronically conveyed. 

E-service domain 

The term ‘e-service’ has many applications and can be found in many disciplines. The two 

dominant application areas of e-services are  

E-business (or e-commerce): e-services mostly provided by businesses or [NGO|non-

government organizations] (NGOs) (private sector).  

E-service quality 

Measuring service quality and service excellence are important in a competitive organizational 

environment. The SERVQUAL- service quality model is one of the widely used tools for 

measuring quality of the service on various aspects. The five attributes of this model are: 

reliability, responsiveness, assurance, tangibles, and empathy. The following table summarizes 

some major of these:  

SERVQUAL
[7]

  
Kaynama & Black 

(2000)
[8]

  

     Zeithaml 

(2002)
[9]

  

Janda et al. 

(2002)
[10]

  

Alawattegama & 

Wattegama 

(2008)
[11]

  

Reliability Content Access Access Factual information  

Responsiveness Access 
Ease of 

navigation 
Security Business information  

Assurance Navigation Efficiency Sensation General information  

Tangibles Design Flexibility Information/content 
Consumer‐ related 
information  

Empathy Response Reliability 
  

 
Background Personalization 

  

 
Personalization Security/privacy 

  

  
Responsiveness 

  

  
Assurance/trust 

  

  
Site aesthetics 

  

  
Price knowledge 

  

E-service cost factor 

Some major cost factors are Expense of setting up applications 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_quality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SERVQUAL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-services#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-services#cite_note-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-services#cite_note-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-services#cite_note-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-services#cite_note-11


 Maintaining applications 

 Internet connection 

 Hardware/software 

 Security concerns 

 legal issues 

 Training; and 

 Rapid technology changes 

Practical examples of e-services in the Developing World 

Information technology is a powerful tool for accelerating economic development. Developing 

countries have focused on the development of ICT during the last two decades and as a result, 

it has been recognized that ICT is critical to economy and is as a catalyst of economic 

development. So, in recent years there seems to have been efforts for providing various e-

services in many developing countries since ICT is believed to offer considerable potential for 

the sustainable development of e-Government and as a result, e-Service. 

Challenges to e-services in the Developing World 

The future of e-service is bright but some challenges remain. There are some challenges in e-

service, as Sheth & Sharma (2007) identify, are:  

 Low penetration of ICT especially in the developing countries; 

 Fraud on the internet space which is estimated around 2.8billion USD 

 Privacy due the emergence of various types of spyware and security holes, and 

 intrusive characteristics of the service (e.g. mobile phones based) as customers may not 

like to be contacted with the service providers at any time and at any place. 

The first challenge and primary obstacle to the e-service platform will be penetration of the 

internet. In some developing countries, the access to the internet is limited and speeds are also 

limited. In these cases firms and customers will continue to use traditional platforms. The 

second issue of concern is fraud on the internet. It is anticipated that the fraud on the e-

commerce internet space costs $2.8 billion. Possibility of fraud will continue to reduce the 

utilization of the internet. The third issue is of privacy. Due to both spyware and security holes 

in operating systems, there is concern that the transactions that consumers undertake have 

privacy limitations. For example, by stealthily following online activities, firms can develop fairly 

accurate descriptions of customer profiles. Possibility of privacy violations will reduce the 

utilizations of the internet. The final issue is that e-service can also become intrusive as they 

reduce time and location barriers of other forms of contract. For example, firms can contact 

people through mobile devices at any time and at any place. Customers do not take like the 

intrusive behavior and may not use the e-service platform.  

Major e-service keywords 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_fraud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_privacy


Some of the major keywords of e-service as found in the e-government research are as follows:  

Acceptance 

This definition can be brought into the context of e-service where acceptance can be defined as 

the users’ willingness to use e-service or the willingness to decide when and how to use the e-

service.  

Accessibility 

Huang (2003) finds that most of the websites in general fail to serve users with disabilities. To 

improve e-services’ accessibility like: design for accessibility from the outset of website 

development, Involve users with disabilities in the testing of the site …Focus on the benefits of 
an accessible Web site to all users.  

Administrative literacy 

for a simple e-service, the needs for knowledge and skills, content and procedures are 

considerably less. However, in complicated services there are needed to change some prevailed 

skills, such as replacing verbal skills with skill in searching for information online.  

Benchmarking 

This theme is concerned with establishing standards for measuring e-services or the best 

practices within the field. benchmarks are not a reliable tool for measuring real e-government 

progress. Furthermore, if they are poorly designed, they risk distorting government policies as 

countries may chase the benchmark rather than looking at real local and national needs”  

Digital divide 

Digital divide is considered one of the main barriers to implementing e-services; some people 

do not have means to access the e-services and some others do not know how to use the 

technology (or the e-service).  

E-readiness 

Most of the reports and the established criteria focus on assessing the services in terms of 

infrastructure and public policies ignoring the citizen participation or e-readiness.  

``E-readiness, as the Economist Intelligence Unit defines, is the measure of a country’s ability to 

leverage digital channels for communication, commerce and government in order to further 

economic and social development. Implied in this measure is the extent to which the usage of 

communications devices and Internet services creates efficiencies for business and citizens, and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_divide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-readiness


the extent to which this usage is leveraged in the development of information and 

communications technology (ICT) industries.  

Efficiency 

As opposed to effectiveness, efficiency is focused on the internal competence within the 

government departments when delivering e-services.  

Security 

Security is the most important challenge that faces the implementation of e-services because 

without a guarantee of privacy and security citizens will not be willing to take up e-government 

services. These security concerns, such as hacker attacks and the theft of credit card 

information, make governments hesitant to provide public online services. By and Large, 

Security is one of the major challenges that faces the implementation and development of 

electronic services. people want to be assured that they are safe when they are conducting 

online services and that their information will remain secure and confidential  

Stakeholders 

The stakeholder theory suggests that need to focus on all the involved stakeholder s when 

designing the e-service; not only on the government and citizens.  

Social, cultural and ethical implications of e-services 

The perceived effectiveness of e-service can be influenced by public’s view of the social and 

cultural implications of e-technologies and e-service.  

Impacts on individuals’ rights and privacy – as more and more companies and government 

agencies use technology to collect, store, and make accessible data on individuals, privacy 

concerns have grown. Some companies monitor their employees' computer usage patterns in 

order to assess individual or workgroup performance. Technological advancements are also 

making it much easier for businesses, government and other individuals to obtain a great deal 

of information about an individual without their knowledge. There is a growing concern that 

access to a wide range of information can be dangerous within politically corrupt government 

agencies.  

Impact on Jobs and Workplaces - in the early days of computers, management scientists 

anticipated that computers would replace human decision-makers. However, despite significant 

technological advances, this prediction is no longer a mainstream concern. At the current time, 

one of the concerns associated with computer usage in any organization (including 

governments) is the health risk – such as injuries related to working continuously on a 

computer keyboard. Government agencies are expected to work with regulatory groups in 

order to avoid these problems.  



Potential Impacts on Society – despite some economic benefits of ICT to individuals, there is 

evidence that the computer literacy and access gap between the haves and have-nots may be 

increasing. Education and information access are more than ever the keys to economic 

prosperity, yet access by individuals in different countries is not equal - this social inequity has 

become known as the digital divide.  

Impact on Social Interaction – advancements in ICT and e-Technology solutions have enabled 

many government functions to become automated and information to be made available 

online. This is a concern to those who place a high value on social interaction.  

Information Security - technological advancements allow government agencies to collect, store 

and make data available online to individuals and organizations. Citizens and businesses expect 

to be allowed to access data in a flexible manner (at any time and from any location). Meeting 

these expectations comes at a price to government agencies where it concerns managing 

information – more specifically, ease of access; data integrity and accuracy; capacity planning to 

ensure the timely delivery of data to remote (possibly mobile) sites; and managing the security 

of corporate and public information. 

Online consumer behaviour 

With the evolution of online communication through internet, customers now see online 

advertisements of various brands. It is fast catching up with the buying behavior of consumers 

and is a major source of publicity for niche segments and also for established brands. This is the 

new way of digital revolution and businesses worldwide have realized their worth. 

Examples − Online catalogues, Websites, or Search engines. When customers have sufficient 

information, they will need to compare with the choices of products or services. 



 

Online Customer Behavior Process 

According to the above figure, in the search stage, they might look for the product reviews or 

customer comments. They will find out which brand or company offers them the best fit to their 

expectation. 

During this stage, well-organized web site structure and attractive design are important things to 

persuade consumers to be interested in buying product or service. 

Stage 1 

The most useful characteristic of internet is that it supports the pre-purchase stage as it helps 

customers compare different options. 

Stage 2 

During the purchasing stage, product assortment, sale services and information quality seem to 

be the most important point to help consumers decide what product they should select, or what 

seller they should buy from. 



Stage 3 

Post-purchase behavior will become more important after their online purchase. Consumers 

sometimes have a difficulty or concern about the product, or they might want to change or return 

the product that they have bought. Thus, return and exchange services become more important at 

this stage. 

Factors of Online Customer Behavior 

The first elements to identify are factors that motivate customers to buy products or services 

online. They are divided into two categories − external factors and internal factors. 

 The External Factors are the ones beyond the control of the customers. They can divide 

into five sectors namely demographic, socio-economic, technology and public policy; 

culture; sub- culture; reference groups; and marketing. 

 Internal Factors are the personal traits or behaviors which include attitudes, learning, 

perception, motivation, self image. 

 The Functional Motives is related to the consumer needs and include things like time, 

convenience of shopping online, price, the environment of shopping place, selection of 

products etc. 

 The Non-Functional Motives related to the culture or social values like the brand of the 

store or product. 

Filtering Elements 

Customers use these three factors to filter their buying choices and decide on the final selection 

of stores they are willing to purchase from. They use the knowledge to filter their purchase 

options by three factors − 

 Security 

 Privacy 

 Trust and Trustworthiness 

Key Factors Influencing Online Consumer Behaviour – Backed By Research 

 Need recognition 

 Search for solution 

 Evaluation of alternatives 

 Purchase 

 Post purchase behaviour 

1. Factors 



The external factors are the ones beyond the control of the customers. They can divide into 

five sectors: Demographics, socio-economics, technology and public policy; culture; sub- 

culture; reference groups; and marketing. 

Internal factors are personal traits or behaviours and include attitudes, learning, perception, 

motivation, self image, and semiotics. 

The functional motives relate to consumer needs and could include things like time, 

convenience of shopping online, price, the environment of shopping place (i.e. couch buying), 

selection of products etc. 

The non-functional motives relate more to the culture or social values like the brand of the 

store or product for instance. 

Our “Analysis of Online Consumer Behavior” infographic not only helps you understand the 

behavioral characteristics of online consumers, but also to obtain answers to several important 

questions. Some of these questions are: 

1. What are online shopper demographics? 

2. Why do people prefer to buy shop online? 

3. What are the most common reasons why people don’t shop online? 

4. What are the various online spending trends in different retail sectors? 

 

Situational Influences and Online Shopping 

a. Why consumers shop online 

 

i. Convenience: What could be easier than shopping from your own home (or on the go with a 

smartphone) anytime you want? 

c. Online Consumer Lifestyle Segmentation 

i. Click and Mortar— Only shop online for research, then go to the physical store to make 

purchases. 

ii. Hunter Gatherers— Enjoy going online for the thrill of auctions and bargain hunting 

iii. Brand Loyalists– Enjoy going online, but only to look at websites and products they are 

comfortable with. 

iv. Time Sensitive Materialists– Only go online for news update, stock updates. 



v. Hooked, online and Single— Young, (tweens, teens, college students) who are extremely tech 

proficient and use the Internet for news, networking and shopping. 

vi. Ambivalent Newbies— Not technologically proficient, may only go online occasionally or to 

check e-mail. 

b. The 7 C’s of Driving Website Commerce 

i. Context: A website’s layout, visual design and use of colors, white space, graphics and 

information have to all create a theme that makes sense for the company and products.  

ii. Commerce: A website’s ability to allow customers to make purchases safely, and also to 

make returns. 

iii. Connection: Links to other websites. The amount of links depends on the company and the 

products. 

iv. Communication: A website can allow communication between the company and the 

consumer, some sites use live chat capabilities, others use a message board or email. 

v. Context: A websites use of text, fonts, sounds, music, video demonstrations to convey a 

theme or help convince customers to purchase. 

vi. Community: Some websites will allow customers to talk to each other via message boards or 

leave comments about products.  

vii. Customization: A website can be customizable by the customer and tailor itself to different 

users. Amazon.com makes personal recommendations based on past purchases. Some gaming 

websites will allow the user to choose to see information on only the games they own. 

To better understand the state of contemporary consumers, the Namogoo study asked more 

than 1,300 online shoppers about their shopping habits, what online and offline distractions are 

competing for their attention, and what factors most influence them to embrace, or abandon, 

their online shopping experience.  

Key Findings:  

 44% of online shoppers use their smartphone to shop more than any other device. Over 

half of consumers are doing their shopping online while simultaneously performing 

other tasks competing for their attention.  

 Prices and shipping fees are the most important criteria influencing shopping decisions 

for more than 90% of respondents. Additionally, 77% cite shipping and other extra fees 

as the main reasons they would abandon their online shopping cart. For both mobile 



(63%) and desktop (53%) shoppers, having to enter the same information twice was the 

top reason chosen as the most frustrating part of the checkout process.  

 Email is still a very efficient channel to recover cart abandonment as 38% of 

respondents indicated they have returned to an eCommerce site to complete a 

transaction after getting an email offering a discount on the products in their cart.  

 78% of consumers exposed to unauthorized injected ads, while shopping on an 

eCommerce site view, that retailer in a negative light as a result. 62% feel these ads 

mean the customer experience is not a priority for the retailer.  

 Over 55% of respondents are likely to click on ads appearing on retailer sites that offer 

the same product they’re looking at for a lower price. 80% of visitors who end up 

purchasing elsewhere are likely to buy again from the site that lured them away.  

Self service technologies 

Self-Service Technologies (SSTs) are technological interfaces allowing customers to produce 

services independent of involvement of direct service employee. Self-Service technologies are 

replacing many face-to-face service interactions with the intention to make service transactions 

more accurate, convenient and faster. 

Examples of SSTs 

Automatic Teller machines (ATMs), Self pumping at gas stations, Self-ticket purchasing on the 

Internet and Self-check-out at hotels 

Increasingly, many forms of customer service are being delivered with the help of technology. 

Much of this technology-delivered service is initiated and carried out by the consumer and 

involves no direct or indirect contact with representatives of the service provider. For instance; 

we use e-commerce to order from Internet-based retailers; we bank through ATM's, over the 

telephone or through the Internet; we access airline schedules over the telephone by dealing 

with interactive voice response (IVR) systems; and we pay directly at the gasoline pumps using 

our credit cards. In these examples, and others, the introduction of technology has tended to 

eliminate social and emotional interaction. 

Presumably, when managers consider the introduction of technology-based, self-service 

delivery systems, they do so to benefit themselves as well as customers. Delivering the service 

via technology is generally more cost-effective, reliable and efficient for the service provider. 

For example, service is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, never books off sick and 

never takes a vacation. For customers, barring problems with the technology, they can access 

the service at any time, from any location, completely at their convenience.  

Customer Satisfaction and Value Creation 

It has been suggested in our earlier work on customer relationships that the factors that 

contribute to customer satisfaction may be viewed at five levels (see Figure 1, below): (1) the 

core service being provided; (2) various support services and systems that contribute to the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convenience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automated_teller_machine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filling_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://www.mycustomer.com/hr-glossary/self-service


delivery of the service; (3) the technical accuracy in delivering the core and support services; (4) 

the interaction that customers have with employees of the firm; and (5) certain emotional 

aspects of the interaction – essentially, how the customer is made to feel. It is possible to 

create value for the customer at each of these stages, and different forms of value are created 

in each case. 

By introducing technology-based, self-service systems, organizations are supposedly improving 

the quality of customer service. Some customers will perceive additional value in being able to 

access bank services from their homes at midnight or from gathering insurance price quotes 

from the Internet.  

The emotions or feelings associated with a person-to-person exchange have an over-riding 

influence on all other elements. For instance, how the customer is treated by or interacts with 

representatives of an organization is critical to effective customer management. This refers to 

how the customer is made to feel during the service encounter. The increasing use of 

technology, however, means that the "social" component of customer interaction is becoming 

systematically displaced. The technology addresses the accuracy and efficiency of service 

delivery but largely ignores the considerable value that is added by contact with employees. 

Customer relationships and higher-order value creation 

The development and maintenance of a genuine relationship requires some degree of 

interaction between the firm and the customer to create a bond between the two parties. From 

these experiences, customers develop the perception of customization, empathy, appreciation, 

friendliness, communality, and feelings of trust. "Loyal" customers will often describe the 

"ambiance" of service delivery and their strong feelings toward the service provider, while less 

loyal customers are generally more influenced by economic and convenience factors. To 

achieve genuine customer relationships, firms must focus on the higher-order drivers of 

customer satisfaction, where there is a link between the satisfaction of the customer and the 

interpersonal and emotional aspects of service provision. 

Impact on customer relationships 

In many organizations, it would appear that, while technology evolves, the development of 

customer relationships and service quality initiatives remains slow to respond. For instance, 

relationships that had been established prior to technology implementation begin to erode as 

customers no longer have direct contact with the firm or its employees. No longer do they meet 

tellers in the branch or talk with order-takers for the catalogue company. For new customers, 

no opportunity exists for genuine relationships to be established. 
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